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Film department
recognized as the
largest in world

I:.IJ

Book and Paper Arts Center hosts two exhibi

0
Currently the
Columbia Film and
Video department
consists of nearly
1,900 students

wanted a portfolio of
something that has already
been done . " I came to
Columbia because of its
open admissions policy,"
she said.
In addition to Columbia's
open admissions policy,
Antoine agrees that the
school is a good training
By Kela M. Ellis
ground.
Students learnStaff Writer
ing in major film cities are
learning a few elements in
Columbia is the largest
the industry, Antoine said.
school in the world- in
And Columbia teaches a
film that is, according to wide variety of classes
Bruce Sheridan, chair of
from writing to directing.
the Film and Video departSheridan said one of the
. ment.
things on his agenda fo r
With I ,863 students and
the Film and Video
more than 200 courses in
department is to do
its curriculum, Columbia 's
research on developing
film school has been credthe program by bring ing
ited as having the largest all of the film-related constudent bod.Y. .in the world. , centrations together.
The Los Angeles Tzmes
With a restructuring of
has reported on Columbia's
Columbia, the Film and
film school breaking the
Video department will
record, giving it recognicome together with other
tion for being number one
d epartment s like Sound
in student population.
and Animation, to gather
"This is only the beginideas on how to create a
ning," Sheridan said about
more collaborative envithe department 's acknowlronment, Sheridan said.
edgments.
Other plans that Sheridan
Along with being the
has for the department
largest film school in the
inc lude
addin g
more
world, Sheridan said the
courses and networking
department also has other
w it h more schoo ls and
outstanding achievements.
film companies.
" This department has the
The Film a nd Video
best faculty and the best
department is a lready
film equipment in the
involved with a program
world," he said.
in L.A., which g ives stuFaculty members that
dents an opportunity to
make up the Fi lm and
have a real life experience
Video department are inin the industry, Sheridan
volved in the business and
said.
work with big name comAfter five weeks of workpanie s like Disney and
ing on projects on the
Warner
Brothers,
C BS studio lot, students
. Sheridan said.
have !he chance to pitch
Besides having some o f
their wo rk to major corpothe bes t faculty in t he
ratio ns. A semester in
busi ness, Sheridan said
L.A. wi ll g ives students a
Columbia is a great place
chance to see if it 's what
to s tudy fil m. Going to
they want to do, Sheridan
sc hool in the Midwe st
said.
g ives students an opportuCities within the United
nity to ta ke ris ks a nd
explore d ifferent ideas, he States are not the o nly
sa id.
C ities like Los places for film students to
deve lo p the ir ta le nts.
Angeles and New York,
which contain most of the Students in film can a lso
film industry, w ill not study in Eng land, w hich
a llow students to do those allows them to learn from
pro fessors in that country.
same things, he added.
Sheridan sa id they are
Film student Liz Anto ine
sa id film schools in Los also trying to develop a
Ang eles and New York relationship with schools
make it difficult fo r aspir- in S outh Africa. Sheridan
ing film students in anoth- said he feels co nfident that
er way. " It's hard to get the department has a ll the
in," Antoine said about her elements they need to
experience with UCLA make themselves known,
and NYU. Antoine said no t only in the United
she didn' t get into these States , but aro und the
world.
schools
because they

See story on page 3

Fashion project helps women in
transition put best foot forward
0
College's fashion association to
assist in rehabilitation process
By Laura A. Pliego
Staff Writer
Last Thursday the Co lumbia College Fashion
Association along with the assistance of Pivot Po int
International Cosmetologists completed part two of My
Fair Lady, a community project impacting women in
transition. This event took place in room 705 of the 623
S. Wabash Ave. building.
"It's our intention to provide you with a new look that
will have you empowered and confident enough to pursue w hatever you want in life," said fashion design
major Aya Nikole Cook. who originated the idea for the
project. The project began as an individual mission and
slowly turned into a group project with the interest and
cooperation o f CCFA students.
Cook was inspired to do this project through classes
that she took on self-improvement. She opted to work
with the Haymarket Rehabilitation Center because it's
located in her community and affects women who are in
recovery from drug, alcohol and sexual abuse. These
are women who have placed their lives in perspective
and are preparing themselves to become pan of a work
force.
Each of the I 0 women from the Haymarket
Rehabilitation Center selected to get a makeover, were
paired up with two of the CCFA students, who helped
them select an outfit they would feel comfortable wearing willie interviewing for employment. Many magazines were looked over until an ensemble was entirely
put together to suit the women's tastes. The students
discussed colors and clothing material with the women
than proceeded to take size measurements. "Assessing
what makes them feel good about themselves is very

important," said fashion management student Fawn
Fredrickson.
In conjunction with the students, each woman worked
with one cosmetologist and one esthetician. Both the
hairstyle and make-up colors were discussed.
" Looking good, and feeling good is a way of enhancing people's spirits," said Pivot Point Director Bianca
Symball.
"This is a beautiful tlting for me, it's given me an
opportunity to stan over. I'm goi ng to make the best of
this. I want to look pretty," said Bonita Anderson who
is going through the transition at the Haymarket Center.
Everyone involved in My Fair Lady, was very enthused.
and became acquainted with one another. Students were
able to get a feel for the women's likes and dislikes.
·'It's great knowing that you can make a difference in
someone's life," said Jacquie Witt. CCFA student.
A group picture of all of the participants in the project
was taken. Also, individual pictures of the women
going through the transition were taken to be able to
compare the before and after image of each. In the
meantime, everyone is looki ng forward to the third
phase of the project on Dec. 7. The actual make-over
will take place at one of the Pivot Point Cosmetology
centers.
During phase one, the students called various clothing
and department stores and asked for their collaboration.
Pivot Point was the first to provide their services, while
Marshall Fields contributed by supplying cosmetic
products. Mary Walter Inc., an upscale boutique located at 650 N. Dearborn St. provided, the clothing for
each participant.
" We were desperate for shoes," said Brittany Farrell,
CCFA student. Since not many stores were willing to
contribute 10 pairs of black shoes and it isn't sanitary to
wear second hand shoes, Farrell's parents took it upon
themselves to purchase the I 0 pairs of black pumps.
Jewelry and accessories are being handmade by one
of the students. Columbia will provide the after-care
products consisting of bath and body goods.

--------------------~~etry reading to be featured
:--: -~poetry reading sponsored by the English department
::.wi11 feature Ray Gonzalez and Wang Ping.
= Cll:lhzalez is a poet. essayist and editor born in El Paso.
··Texas. His most recent books are Memory Fever (1999).
·...:a::ftlemolf of growing up in the Southwest. and Turtle
Pit;Jure (2000). which received the Minnesota Book
rd for poetry. His other poetry collections include
Heat of Arrivals (1997 Josephine Miles Book Award).
ato Santora and the forthcoming The Hawk Temple
at Tierra Grande. He is also the editor of 12 anthologies.
most recently Touching the Fire: fifteen Poets of the

bi

Latino Renaissance.

Wing Ping was bom in Shanghai and has lived in New

York City since 1985. Her collection of poetry Of flesh
and Spirit made a sensation when it was published in
1998. Her other books include the novel Foreign Devil
and the short story collection American Visa.
The reading will take place on Thursday. Dec. 6 at 5:30
p.m. at the Columbia Concert Hall, 1014 S. Michigan Ave.

Exhibit highlights print media
The 12th Annual Small Print Show and holiday open

house

presented

by

the

Chicago

Printmakers

Collaborative. will feature small work-on-paper and artistmade gifts by CPC members, students and invited
guests. The event win take place on Saturday and
Sunday, Dec. 8 and 9, from noon to 7 p.m. For two days
the show will feature art. food. eggnog and musiC.
The exhibition will highlight a variety of tiny print media
by more than 25 artists. Artist-made books, cards, boxes,
lamps, jewelry and other items will be available. Most of
the work will be for sale at less than $100.
The Chicago Printmakers Collaborative is located at
4042 N. Western Ave. in Lincoln Square, just across the
street from t.e Western el stop on the CTA Brown line.

Plenty

of

parking

is

available

nearby.

The show wil run through Dec. 29. For more information.
call cn3) 293-2070, or email onk1101@aol.com.

Pacyga to lecture In Hokln

RMn1 Whitt, 1 musltll thllttr 1111jor, ge11 cozy during her ptrform~nca of Whitney HoUlton's 'All the Man I
Nttd,' on Nov. 211n the Hokln G1llery, 623 S. Wlbuh Ave.

New support group helps define sexuality
0
Gay/ lesblan/blsexualjtransgender
group recently formed at college to assist
students and staff
By Melissa DeJohn
Staff Writer

Columbia
has
recently
formed
the
Gayllesbian/Bisexualffransgender Support Group.
The college decided to form the group after several students made inquiries about whether or not a group
existed.
preserota1Jon
The idea to form a GLBT support group came about
Pacyga. an eXIensrvety pubhShed and frequently quotbecause Maya Shewnarain. an academic adviser went
ed Chocago tutonc ~hat os also the curator of the
to Victoria Shannon, !.he din:ctor of Gay and Lesbian
Chocago bungalow extvb<t. CUtTently on dosplay at the
Student Concerns Office, and Mkcd why a group did
Choc:ago Arct-otedure Foundabon Students. faculty and
not exist. Many other college campuses have already
SUI! are IIMted to attend
started such support voups years ago.
" I thought that it W11S odd that it wasn't here, and a lot
of times there is the response, 'Oh it's Columbia-no
one cares if you arc !lay or a lesbian, ... said
RO<IQera and Hammerateon·a cluaoc muaoc.l. 1 ShcWMrai n, academic lldvosor and group faci litator.
"Oitlahoma,.. ... be prewnted by Colum~·a Theater
"So my idea "'115 to form a community that Wll5 not
Oepatlment on Dec 6. ruMong through Dec 16 on the
facele""
eoliege'a Ge1z Theater. 72 E l1 Sl
College is a common time, particularly during the
Tne produdJQtl oa dtreded by COllege faculty member
lint year, for gays and lesbians to come out. This is
Estelle Spede< A veleran of mUS>cal thealer. Sj)ector
bc:ca~Uc It's usually the first time they're away from
has been teaching on the Theater department for 15
home, Victorin Shannon said. " If they have hl\d those:
years and •• the COOfdonate< of the departmanrs mualfeelings, then they feel more comfonable starting to
cat theater program Show choreography '' by Tammy
IAader mua>c.a1 d~tedoon by Lattanu F"ongethut. flghl
explore the idea, and thAt c1111 be: reallr tough, so that is
c:hoteogfiOhy by DIYod Woolley. loght•fl9 deaogn by
why we dcd dcd we needed a doscussionlsup!XJn
Emole ~. costumaa by Franua Maggoo. and vooc(l
11roup"
~ by Alben Willoama Scudenl L•a• Btndri<:k ••
Shannon ~id thAI the GLO I' sup!XJr1 group is owt ll
M~rv
•
1.t ~~ manager 'Mih follow lludenl Oavod
ther11py ••'"""· althouvh Shewn11rain Is A trained c~>un
S
•• Mt du09ner
... Jnr I r student• have ~erlow trvuhles, they will he
h8 ~anmenra COUCh Potalo r,rooram atarta up
191 n rhos year 'Mihan open denca c au. led by chert·
~rapher Mader after the Wtdneldly. Ooc 17. parletma~ See lhe thew. then '-••n hOW ora dont The
11~ CIJOU ' ' free but DI ~Ut musl bt rtatrvtd In
»rarv...O ti1 ca'long C31213·U &104
0 Film junior Jason Toler forms
-o~lthomll 1" Joc~eb art S1 0 ID S14 Ollch. wolh hlllf
ptorA 9 9U for Mnoor C>lolln• lind aludent•
l'or 1
SunRayz to aid aspiring filmmakers In
M:t'IOII br'>Ghu r8 IIC~81.9 c.r motfJ ontorm!IJoOn. ceiiC31 ')
all aspects of production
The 2001 DistingUIShed Lecturer Award reop.ent and
Colu-nboa's facUty member. Domornc Pacyga. Will gove a
ledln entJ!Ied "Publoc: HJStory and the Arts" on Thursday.
Dec 6 at 5 p m on the HoU1 Gallefy A recepbon aponsored by the Uberal Educatlon Oepartment Will follow the

Department hosts classic show

referred to a counselor at the school.
" In terms of this particular area, we ~ so far
behi~ut we are getting there," Shannon said. "We
are going to be up with the best of them soon, but it is
going to take time."
Students will govern the group and the boundaries of
what they feel is necessary to keep it growing.
"My idea behind it was to create a temporary space
in which students can come and create a commwtity."
Shewnarain said. "Students can come see each other,
and there is a name and there is a face."
"The group is not just for GLBT students-it is for
everyone," Shannon said. "There are some people that
just want to come to understand those kinds of issues,
or support their friends."
Shewnruain is adamant about making this the students' group. She said that the students will be in
charge of group facilitation. ground rules, and how
other students can join. SheWMra.in will just be there as
a mediator.
" I'm not sun: how frequently "'-e will be having meetings. because sometimes once a week could be too
much. and students have to work. So, we have to pl111
around everyone's schedule," SheWTW'llin said.
Shcwnnarain hopes that the discussion group will
lead to the c.~p l onuion of ideas about sc.'tuality and how
they m: defined. She believes a discussion like that
could go on for at leiiSI a semester, in which a whole
spectrum of students could c.'tprcss their views.
Shannon said that there has been a need for this kind
of group for a long time. but to her knowledge. no one
has ever tried to do anything about it.
"You can have a group for anythinjt-likc. being ftom
A cen~>in n:giun, so I tt~ouiht, 'Why not M\'e a 1J10UP
for (lilY llnd lcshi1m students?'" Shcwnarain said.
" h is sn nice tu t the suppon thllt the students ~
and the otlicc nee:
not ooly from GLBT tlacuhy, but
t'r.oonnlom>:<t c:very1>ne," ShlUlnotl said.

Film society helps students get organized

~ 41)1 71)

By Julie Shimon
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at
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Two unique art exhibitions under one roof
0 Artists Leax and Ockwell present
their work at the Book and Paper
Center
By Wing FaI Ylm
Staff Writer
The Center .for Book ~n~. Paper Arts is presenting
two extraordmary exh1b1t10ns: "The Ontological
Library," by Ronald Leax and "Fragments and
Alterations," by Elizabeth Ockwell.
In "The Ontological Library," Leax combines different materials such as books, newspapers, bottles,
Jars, fish tanks and shells. Leax shows over 20 pieces
of his work created since 1986. Leax uses chemical
reactions that make the materials rusty and crystallized.
Leax's "Chapter 6" is the largest piece. It is a trian~ular-shaped steel shelf over 10 feet high and divided
mto four levels. Three books are tied with strings into
a cylinder-shaped stand on the top of the shelf.
On the second shelf, a series of books with dust
crystals and a metal plate with holes crossed around
on the surface are mounted on the pipes. A book tied
by a string stands in a tray which is filled with crystals.
On the lowest shelf, rotten books fill a fish tank.
There are a few stacks of books tied up by metal
strings. The amazing combination uses practical and
daily materials, which show an abstraction in the deep
texts.
Another piece, standing in front of the entrance
shows an appreciation of material use. A 5 feet by
feet metalhc shelf lays on the ground with two pipes
supporting it in an upward position. Books are old
and yellowed. The shelf is covered and hung by
books. The. books ~reopened and hung between pipes
w1th the spmes facmg up. It gives a fee ling of showing knowledge under the audience's eyes. The oldfashioned way is to absorb the materials but it is also

3

useful, and practical.
Meanwhile, Ockwell's "Fragments and Alterations"
combines drawing, painting and collage to create a
sense of forgetfulness. Ockwell is an instructor at the
School of the Art Institute, teaching anatomy and
water color since 1975.
In the introduction to her exhibition, she said she
"tries to evoke landscapes, animals, buildings that feel
like things you loved but then you forgot them, or
woke up, and now, standing in front of each picture
you ache for something you hardly knew you missed."
Ockwell combines art and anatomy using different
media such as acrylic, pencil and pen. In most of her
pieces skeletons of humans, birds, rhinos, and fragments of bone create a spatial dimension of nature
in the paintings.
Surprisingly, Ockwell drew on maps instead of regular paper, allowing the audience to view the whole
geography of nature. The base, painted in black,
white and gray, marks the contrast between dark and
bright, life and death.
There are also illustrations of decayed bodies which
only have the skeleton left. The posture of the skeleton shows the time and the shape of when the animal
died. When the animals died, the skeletons remained
and then decomposed.
Ockwell also exhibits some paintings from her
European trip. There is a square in Potsdam, architecture in Paris and Venice painted in water color and
outlined by a black pen. Some parts only have colors
and outlines, while others are very detailed. It reveals
that some parts of the images are still fresh and clear.
Some parts are already fading away from memory.
Most of her pieces are quite large-3 feet by 5 feet
in size. The smallest pieces are only I foot by 8 inches. The contexts emphasize fragments of bones, either
those of humans or animals. It explores the anatomy
of "living" organisms.
The exhibition is open through Dec. 21 at II 04 S.
Michigan Ave., second floor. The exhibit is free and
open to the public. For more information, call (312)
344-6630.

Society

Study abroad: ticket to a new world

ConUnued from Page 2
between film and other majors" at
. Columbia, Toler said.
Instructors in the Film department want students to gain as
much knowledge as they can both
inside and outside the classroom.
Although they are busy with their
own projects, obtaining a teacher's
emai l or telephone number to
answer general questions is not a
problem. However, if a student is
in need of a script analysis or storyboards, SunRayz will offer the
support required.
"It's important to have a meeting place at Col umbia," said Tim
Hardin, SunRayz Film Society
faculty adviser. The college is
"made up of commuters who find
it hard to meet with others, get creative ideas flowing, get projects
done and celebrate those projects
at screenings. SunRayz is a good
sign that something is going right.
"[SunRayz] is not set up to be
us vs. them-we are all in this
together," Toler said. "We don't
take on student's projects-we are
here to help the students become
more knowledgeable about the
process ... so they can be better at
doing it themselves," Toler said.
For those who are musically
inclined, choosing songs to fit a
scene requires their expertise.
Joining the film society would further allow them to produce a
·soundtrack for a student's film.

Anyone interested in the process of
filmmaking is welcome to contribute his or her skills.
Students "can learn and put into
effect how to market and promote
films-they can get their first shot
at a project," Toler said.
Another continuing conversation
between film students and the
department is the countless advantages other film schools enjoy, such
as 24-hour editing labs open for students to finish their films. The current schedule only allows students a
four-hour time slot for editing, the
most meticulous aspect of filmmaking, which they say is definitely
not enough time to get the job
done.
"To a lot of students, it seems
like ... as soon as you're getting hot,
you get cut off the equipment,"
Toler said.
Toler offers many benefits to students who join SunRayz. In addition to backing a student's latest
proj ect, he plans to offer full
instruction on the film industry and
promote filmmakers in all aspects
of production. The Ohio native has
tackled projects on many film sets
in Chicago including "Save the
Last Dance," "ER," "Pop Stars"
and"Ali."
SunRayz meets on Fridays at 5
p.m., fi rst floor of II 04 S. Wabash
Ave. For more information, email
Toler at sunrayztilms@yahoo.com.

WINNERS ot

the

mmma.mmua
Cll.,...

'Ontological Library,' by Ronald Leax, presented at the
Center for Book and Paper Arts.

Ticket giveaway

Owistine Skoczek, sophomore, film
Kristin SCott, grad student, creative writing
Sara eo.bett, junior, marl<eting communication
stephanie dotwlson, junior, fashion design
Wilr18m Gregory. junior, music management

0 Columbia's Study Abroad
Workshop encourages students
to get out and see the world
By Tracey Fuller
Staff Writer
Students looking to broaden their horizons
next year may find their ticket to cultural bliss
in the Study Abroad Workshop.
Keri Kurlinski-Walters, academic adviser
for the Study Abroad Workshop, encourages
Columbia students to see what the program
has to offer. The Study Abroad Workshop,
held on Oct. 3, gave students the chance to
see the variety of opportunities offered to
them.
"I fe lt like it would be good for students to
come together to see what this program has to
offer," Kurlinski-Walters said.
Departments participating in the workshop
included the Film and Video department,
sponsoring a trip to England in the summer;
the Fiction Writing department, sponsoring
trips to Moscow and Prague; the Liberal
Education department, sponsoring a trip to
Italy in the summer; and the Arts,
Entertainment and Media Management
department sponsoring a trip to Spain this
spring.
The Office of Latino Cultural Affairs sponsors a trip to Guadalajara, Mexico, and the
American Institute of Foreign Study offers
many more opportunities to study abroad.
The Study Abroad Workshop came at a time
when people were feeling nervous about flying and traveling to another country. Though
some high schools in Illinois are canceling
their study abroad trips in fear for the safety
of their students in other countries, many col leges are still encouraging students to study
over-seas.
" I have not seen a decline in study abroad,"
Kurlinski-Walters said.
Kurlinski- Walters said that students are
more interested in going to Western Europe,
and because the countries there aren't
involved in the war, there should be a lot of
students who would want to participate in

studying abroad.
That could be true, but Dianne Erpenbach,
who is organizing the trip to Spain this spring,
has seen a significant drop in students. Their
group traveling to Spain usually consists to
about 30 or more people, and this year the
number of people has decreased to an intimate group of 15, a mix of faculty, students
and staff.
"The good thing will be that the ~nes in
Barcelona will be shorter now that we only
have 15 people going," Erpenbach said,
"We'll have Barcelona all to ourselves."
She said she thinks that people are turning
away from study ing abroad because of the
recent attacks and the new heightened awareness at airports. Even though traveling seems
difficult for people now, Erpenbach says she
isn't hesitant about going to Spain.
Amber Reyes, secretary for the
Undergraduate Admissions Office says she
wouldn't hesitate if she had the opportunity
to go to Spain, either.
"I think if you're in college, you should
go." Reyes said, "As long as you're not traveling to the Middle East, or where the war is
now, I don't see why there would be a problem."
Although studying abroad can be the
chance of a lifetime-an experience that
could change someone's life, there are still
some guidelines students must fo llow to
study abroad.
Columbia's Web site gives interested students steps to follow if they want to participate in the Study Abroad Programs. First,
students must decide if studying abroad is
right for them. Students must have adequate
financial resources, determine their number
of credit hours, be in good academic standing, and brush up on their languageswhether they're going to Spain, Russia,
Mexico, Czechoslovakia or Italy.
Second, students have to choose a program, preferably one that fits their major.
Students could also choose study abroad
programs offered by other accredited colleges and uni versities.
For instance,
Northern Illinois University offers st udy
abroad programs, both short-term and year
long.

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT
WWW.COLUMBIACHRONICLE.COM
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Immunization Days on
Columbia Campus
613

s. Wabash, Rm. 311

The Fall immunization deadline has passed (Nov. 16).
Students should have documentation of 1 tetanus
diphtheria, 2 measles, 1 rubella, and 1 mumps.
This program will help students who have difficulties complying with the immunization deadlines.
• ID required.

Drinking viewed as accepted
part of·collegiate atmosphere
By Uzzle Ehrle
Michigan Daily
ANN ARBOR, Mich.-Any student
passing through four years of college
inevitably will be faced with social
settings centered around alcohol. For
many, drinking beer and downing
shots can become as much a part of
their college experience as writing
papers and taking exams.
Most students see alcohol as an
inherent part of college life, no matter
how much they chose to drink.
"I don't think it's a matter of
choice," said engineering senior Matt
Biersack. "You'll be surrounded by it
regardless of whether you drink or
not."
"There is talk almost every weekend about what party everyone is
going to, and how wasted someone is
going to get," said LSA junior Amy
Ament.
Out of all University of Michigan
undergraduate students, 45 percent
engage in binge drinking, according
to an Internet-based Student Life
Survey administered
by
the
University 's
Substance Abuse
Research Center in 1999. Binge
drinking is defined as four or more
drinks for females and five or more
for males in one sitting- a measure
that s widely used and nationally
accepted.
"Be it to the bar, to someone's
house, or to your own house, I feel
like alcohol is part of the culture of

college. It is so ingrained in II of our
social settings," Biersack said.
The Harvard School of Public
Health College Alcohol Study - an
ongoing survey of more than 14,000
college students - reports that the
national rate of binge drinkers (44
percent of students) has remained the
same since 1993.
Binge drinking becomes a concern
because it tends to signal that alcohol-related problems are ahead. Such
secondary effects range from health
or legal problems to missing class or
doing poorly on a test.
According to the Student Life
Survey, as binge drinking episodes
increase for students, their grades
decrease. Three out of four binge
drinkers reported missing a class
within the past year after drinking.
Fifty percent of frequent binge
drinkers reported driving after drinking within the past year. Also, IS percent of undergraduate females who
drink reported being sexually
hanissed after drinking.
While negative consequences are
often an effect of alcohol, some wonder why college students continue to
drink. Both students and administrators point to the stresses and freedoms of college life as major factors
causing alcohol consumption.
"I know a lot of people who get
back from big tests and get all messed
up," said LSA freshman Scott Caesar,
emphasizing the enhanced freedom
freshmen feel upon leaving home for
the first time.
"The social environment of college

and the high stress of academics promote an atmosphere of heavy drinking," said LSA senior GJ. Zann.
Marsha Benz, a health education
coordinator with University Health
Service, agrees that the stress of
school can affect alcohol consumption but also considers student expectations of a new social environment
as an influential factor. "There are a
lot of expectations people come with,
and oftentimes· expectations make
people act a different way," she said.
Regardless of expectations, some
students believe there are subtle pressures within college life regarding
alcohol.
"I think many people, whether
they'll admit it or not, want to fit in
and be a part of something," Biersack
said. "Rather than making a decision
to start drinking excessively, they can
get caught up in a cycle."
According to the Student Life
Survey, three general reasons students give for drinking are to enhance
social relationships, to relieve negative feelings and to just get drunk.
While an intangible connection
between alcohol and college continues and high binge drinking rates
remain constant, educators struggle
to find elements within college campuses that may promote excessive
drinking. Benz targets friends as most
influential in a student's experiences
with alcohol.
"Friends have a major impact on
what their friends are drinking," she
said.
Other Big Ten universities have
looked at bar specials as a possible
cause of binge drinking, and have
thus tried to limit these promotions.
Such specials as $1 pitchers and twofor-one drinks can be seen as creating
an environment conducive to heavy
drinking.
"What the data is showing on other
campuses is that when the availability to alcohol is hindered by increasing the price, then drinking rates go
down," said Patrice Flax, an alcohol
initiatives coordinator with UHS.
But University administrators are
hesitant to implement policies here as
they keep in mind possible unintended consequences of such policies.
Carol Boyd, director of the
Substance Abuse Research Center,
expressed concern that if special
drink prices are restricted on campus,
students may drive to neighboring
cities for better prices, thus increasing the dangers of drinking and driving.
"Before we institute any policy or
even make recommendations to local
businesses on our campus, we must
evaluate the goal of the proposed
change and how that change will get
manifested," she said.
Some administrators believe certain
campus communities endorse heavy
drinking.
"Certainly the greek culture promates drinking and also certain
aspects of the athletic culture," Boyd
said.
But some students disagree. "The
greek system does not promote drinking. The people who are going to
drink do so, and those that aren't
going to, do not," said engineering
senior Matthew Liston, a member of
the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity.
While there is disagreement about
what aspects of the college atmosphere may cause binge drinking,
many students anticipate that alcohol
will play a different role in their lives
after graduating.
"It won't be an every weekend thing

Trouble with team
mascot names
plagues schools
By Jessica Zlsko
The Daily Aztec
SAN DIEGO-Gamecocks, Plainsmen and
Trojans-problems with campus mascots and nicknames are whizzing their way through the media
again.
University of South Carolina's mascot, the
Gamecock, has recently been criticized for glorifying cockfighting. The mascot has been used at the
university since 1904.
Last month, People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals asked the South Carolina campus to remove
the mascot.
The university is refusing to comply. John Palms,
the university's president, sent a letter to PETA outlining the mascot's historical significance to the
school and saying it would be the mascot for many
years to come.
St. Petersburg College in Florida recently changed
its old mascot, the Trojans, to the Titans, an attempt
to avoid the jokes about the condom company that
shares its name.
The school has used the name since the early
1930s. It was changed in June, when the campus
upgraded from a junior college to an accredited fouryear university.
A committee spent fi ve months looking at alternatives. The choice came down to the Thunder or the
Titans. The college's board of trustees chose the !atter by a one-vote margin.
Nebraska Wesleyan University changed its nickname the Plainsmen, this year because it did not
repre~ent women and members of minority groups at
the college.
The new name, The Prairie Wolves, was chosen by
the college's administrative council after students
rejected the old one in an online poll.
The administration said Prairie Wolves is sensitive
to gender and ethnicity and represents both its region
and the college's tradition.
A minor-league baseball team in Salt Lake City ran
into a problem after it started using Georgia Institute
of Technology's nickname, Buzz, for its team name.
The team has agreed to pay Georgia Tech $600,000
for infringing on the institute's trademark, which it
has owned since 1988. The team also opted to
change its name to Stingers.
Another Georgia Un iversity is in the news. Earlier
this year, Florida Gulf Coast University, founded in
1997, started using the mascot Eagle. Critics say the
name is too similar to Georgia Souther University's
Eagle.
FGCU's campus bookstore ordered about $5,000
worth ofT-shirts, hats, and other paraphernalia donning the new mascot. But, after receiving a letter
from Georgia Southern, Florida Gulf Coast has
stopped using the design, and lawyers from both
institutions are working on a compromise.
The use of campus mascots has also spurred controversy in student ~edia. A~ministra!ors at ~t.
Cloud State Umvers 1ty, a pnvate umvers1ty m
Minnesota, suspended one student for threatening t
broadcast the campus' nickname, the Fighting Sioux,
on a station hired by the university to broadcast
·
.
sports.
Administrators said the student v1olated a 1993
university athletics department policy which prohibits the use of American Indian nicknames and
mascots in all broadcasts, publications and press
releases.
The university's student government also passed a
resolution earlier this month, restricting the campus
media from using the names. It rescinded the decision a few weeks later.
However a subcommittee of the student government will present an alternative resolution to the
group in the near future. .
.
.
St. Cloud State University student med1a-a rad1o
station, television station and student newspaperare funded through the student government.

L - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - like it is now. It's part of growing up and being
responsible," Zann sai~ . .
.
Brieh Guevara, a Umvers1ty alum, sa1d although he
has more money to spend on his social life, the
atmosphere is different. "Overall, it is less conducive
to heavy drinking since prices are higher, work starts
early, and the notions of ~esponsib!!ity an~ accountability are more real than m school, he sa1d.
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Academic Excellence Award
53000 for one academ•c year ($1500
awarded in Fall, 2002 and $1500
awarded in Spring 2003). This scholarship is for full-time students with a 3.0
cumulative grade point average and at
least 12 credit hours earned at
Columbia College Chicago.

Deadline: March 15, 2002
Applications are available at:
Student Financial Services,
600 S. Michigan. Room 303

c h

0

I a r s h i p s

g r a d u a t e

Students

A t

David Rubin Trustees'
Scholarship

Hermann Conaway
Scholarship

$2000 for one academic year
($1000 awarded in Fall, 2002. and
$1000 awarded in Spring, 2003).
This scholarship is for full-time outstanding students to defray tuition
costs. Scholarship awards are
based on academic achievement
and demonstration of financial
need.

$2000 for one academic year
($1000 awarded in Fall, 2002 and
$1000 awarded in Spring, 2003).
This scholarship is for full-time outstanding students who have
demonstrated leadership ability
on Columbia's campus or beyond.

$2500 maximum award per
academic year ($1250 awarded in
Fall, 2002 and $1250 awarded in
Spring, 2003). This scholarship helps
medically and financially challenged
students complete an undergraduate
degree. (Part-time students are
eligible to apply.)

Deadline: March 15, 2002

Deadline: April 1 , 2002

Deadline: April 1, 2002

Thaine Lyman Scholarship

Hillary Kalish Scholarship

$1000 maximum award for the
Fall, 2002 semester. This scholarsh ip is for full-time television students who have at least 24 credit
hours earned at Columbia.

Office of Enrollment Management,
600 S. Michigan. Room 300
Academic Advising,
623 S. Wabash. Room 300

Deadline: March 15, 2002

www.colum.eduj scholarshlps

CohJrt1b1a College Chtcago ~mtts students Without regard 10 age, color. CICCd. se)(. r~::hg1 on. !l~ndtc ap, dtsabiltty. se xual oncntation. tJI'KJ nat,onat or el hmc oug tn.

POETRYAT

COLUMBIA COLLEGE C HICAGO

Th e only unde r graduate
P oetry Major tn the co11ntry

· ··~

..

The English Department of Columbia C ollege C hicago is pleased to annou nced the appointment of
distinguished poet David Trinidad of New York C ity as V ISIT ING P OET-IN-R ESIDENCE for Spring
Semester, 2002. H e wi ll teach two poetry workshops during Spring 2002 and will give a pu blic reading and
public lecture.

'Q,

Faculty includes award- winning poets P AUL H OOVER and MAUREEN SEATON. In addition ,
distinguished poets serve as visiting faculty who teach workshops fo r credit every spring semester.

~ Frequent readings by visiting poets such as j olm Asl1bery, Rita Dove, LA1vrmce Ferli11ghmi, j orie Graham,
Ly11 Heji11ia11, Yusef Komrmyakaa, Mark Stra11d, and 71rom Gmm.
•-,. 200 1 - 2002 R EAD ING SERIES includes j ay Wrig/11, Claudia Keela11, Elizabeth RobiiiSoll,

Ray C01rz alcz, Wa11~ Pi11g, Calvin Forbes, Mark Perlbrrg, Ala11 Michael Parker, and Kimiko Halm.

•..:~. Publ ishes COLUMB IA PO ETRY R EV IEW, natio nally distributed and student-edited poetry j ournal,
and the esteemed literary magazine N EW AM ER ICAN WRITI NG .
~L Prepares students for variety of writing careers.

•" Poetry Major features 51 ho urs of study including 16 hours poetry worksho ps, 18 ho urs literature
courses, and interdisciplinary writing electives.

For Poetry Pro~ram itiformatioll, colllact ttrigilio@popmail.rolum.cdu
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Fiction Writing Department

~ -xckecyuel'"
-r:2.-e~lo'--tT'c:."'-l

Looking
for a class?

& 1==' ub

Featuring:
Chicago Style Pan Pizza
Steaks and Chops
Famous Baby-Back Ribs
Fresh Seafood
and more ...

Think
Fiction
Writing!

Family dining with Children's menu
Private Party Rooms Available
Groups up to 200 people
Full Bar Service

Are you interested in writing?
Are you creative?
Do you have stories to tell?
See your department advisor or
visit the Fiction Writing Department
during Early Registration for Spring 2002
Tuesday, Nov. 27 to Thurs., December 6, 2001.
Call for your Early Registration appointment now!
312-344-7611

MEDITERRANEAN

Classes available in

•!• Short Stories
•!• Novels
•!• Creative Nonfiction
•!• Script Forms
Story Workshop® and other
Fiction Writing Department
courses will improve reading, writing,
speaking, listening, visualizing, and
creative problem-solving skills
useful for every college major and the job market.
Fiction Writing Department
121h Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue

OPEN :

MONDAY - FRIDAY

NOON - 7PM

I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS AFTER 4
224 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60605

312-939-5685
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The Center of your Digital Lifestyle.
Apple offers discounts just for Students .

••

••

•
•
•
•

••••

••••

•

•
•
•

••

••

Great technology, priced for Students.

iMac

From $749
( tJmhiuiug the t'fi.'<' 1Jf11.'<' '!(
the l/c.u. uilb. \fJ/J/l'\ rc/IIJ/t lied
iwlu.,Jiial rl<'.'lgu. lb· · i l/a( i.• I he
Jwlj(·d i~ttlaJJ< e ,,, P·111 er t111d
•/\/1•. til fl fll'it(•//!i.• ('ilSl'jil.' ill
IIIII" hut(~el.

Apple offers discounts to Higher Education Faculty, Staff, &
Students. Why? Because we know that once you go Macintosh, you'll
never want to use anything else. The Mac is engineered to be the
simplest, fastest way for you to get your work done (and also allow
you to have a little fun once the work is over!).
The Mac is designed to be more than just a tool. With digital
devices becoming more and more popular, you'll find that the Mac
will grow with you and become the Hub of your Digital Lifestyle. This
means taking your devices, hooking them up to your Mac, and doing
things they could never do alone, like building a web page from your
digital photos using Image Capture and iTools, editing your digital
camcorder footage in iMovie, or ripping, mixing, and burning your
favorite music in iTunes.

PowerMacG4
From $1,148
!:ri ngi ng rmr Jxm t·r ,,, th··
11/{f\ .\ t:.' : ih•.' {'/t~(lllllhu cr lith ·
il'lfl•ttllll~':i n\ it!itl gfltf'hi{' /fi t ·

l:\jlan,irm .,ft,,., , Jl'c :t. 1.\l;J',.
aJU!thct'f'lir,nal ';11/'''r/Jrn ,.
.V>fi/<'',!JI'/ J/Jum,·r

Your discount, now available.

iBook
From $1,249
li<tl.•lllgllwdtgtlfl!ltf<''lik
/"11/f(IJ/('1• \llllfJ/('1/Iff,t/Jc'iNoob
J,•tt/111'111'.!, 111/ {/II• / /(If( l'fl1 1f\

dt•,J,'{"f'tiii/11/• 'IJ•flrf, /hr •! /:r,r,/,•,
t f i/ //('\ /JJtlfr/11/ ( '1/,'..:,1'/

/ 1JjHJf/Jir/\

The Apple Store for Education is the place to be when you want to
buy anything Mac. Featuring systems, software, and the latest digital
devices, The Apple Store for Education offers discounts to Higher
Education Faculty, Staff, & Students. Just visit online at:
http://www.apple.com/education/store/

•'* Th'In k d'f'1C1erent. I

PowerBook G4
From $2,067

. \1/lhc f"'I(CI"rJf lh~· l, I /If c1 ) ;

/HJll/ttl Jnauium:t !tul ,.," h"/11( '
Allprlcn rejfK tF.duc(llfollalpnciugasojJfn'rlbyAppleCompultr./uc Pricnare
subjeciiO Cballgt u·llhollf 1/0iict Plttl!e l'iSllll 'l l'fl'(lppltcomfor 11/0I'l! biformoriou

t/latfl'tiiUI't.''rlllt:\fJti/Nl '' /) _' "
'Cii.'('l/tllld iYJlll't f.JI•I\{' IJ//1\ / Jt,J

r IJ-11 dm,· lnnll llt.
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COMMENTARY
Human cloning creeping up too soon
William Gorski
Commentary Editor
Early last week it was reported through news organizations
around the world that the first human embryo had been successfully cloned in the United States. This, of course, has
serious repercussions and I thank President Bush, his administration and Congress for responding with concerned objection. Seeing our president speak about his admiration for the
miracle of life and the limitless depths of the human character~peaking so ideally and compassionately-and telling
the science community to hold off on some of their most
ground-breaking work filled me with genuine respect for the
man.
To tell you the truth, the manner in which President Bush
disregarded the Kyoto Treaty brought sharp criticism from
me last year. I felt that same spite begin to well up when I
assumed that, especially with the bottomless pit of war we
have been consumed in, that the president was now going to
pretend that the ban on human cloning voted through the
House of Representatives last summer didn't exist or was too
vague. There have been no loopholes yet and it appears that
the clash of science and humanity has been postponed by the
ethically challenging question of war.
As we begin to steal the powers from the gods it is important that we do not run headlong to our destruction. The scientists who created the embryos stand behind statements like:
"They're only cellular life, not human life" and "The practice
is aimed toward eventually allowing patients to be treated for
a variety of illnesses and degenerative disorders." Both
defenses totally disregard life, and, as others have already
stated, there is something obscenely gross about growing life,
extracting the life to sustain other life, and then destroying
the remains.
In Aldous Huxley's Brave New World, a fiction masterpiece
written in 1932, the author predicts these exact sentiments
from the science world. The novel takes a haunting look at
what kind of future science and cloning could be bringing us.
Reading it will help you understand why I fear cloning so
much.
The world is as ready now for human cloning as it was
ready for the atom bomb in the 1940s. Similarly, if cloning
became a reality today, I would expect to see parallel catastrophic results. Just as the raw power of the universe can be
compacted into an inperceptible microscopic atom, and then

The world is as ready now for
human cloning as it was ready
for the atom bomb ·in the 1940s.
released to yield enormous power, unlocking the mysteries of
the life force through cloning involves dissecting those same
powers. Nuclear weapons are now in the wrong hands, can
you imagine what oppressive warlords and black-market supplied terror groups could do with the technology to clone
human life? Let's just say that with advanced cloning technology, a future AI Qaeda could double its size overnight.
Just as there was a race in every Clluntry to create the ultimate weapon during World War II, countries are now racing
down the path of genealogy. There is no doubt that humanity
has not even come slightly close to passing the ethical test
that will qualify us to handle this technology, but nonetheless,
it will soon be a reality. Humans have too many desires, and
science and medicine are not unfamiliar with playing into
that weakness: plastic surgery, liposuction, Prozac and Dr.
Kevorkian are just a few of the medical world's disasters for
humanity. Human cloning in this day and age-with the current levels of ignorance, instability and injustice in the
world-would be the science and medicine world's ultimate
tool for humanity's self-destruction.

Letters to
the
Editor
Sometimes less is more
I am a CCC student. As I was reading your
article, (" Differences between what we say,
and what we do." Nov. 12) I felt the need to
contact you. Many questions and discussion
topics arose in my mind while reading, and
hopefully you can clarify to give me a better
understanding of your stance on these important issues. Certain parts of your article will
be repeated in quotations.
First off, I agree with you that Bush's
speeches are packed with glory fodder. He is
obviously not the mastermind behind the war
effort. "In the age of ideas and information
we still think physical weapons are the
strongest tools in fighting terrorism." What is
the start date of the age of ideas ... surely the
beginning of time, no? You continue with
"we still think," are you referring to the people of the U.S., or the government, or the
Chronicle staff? With all of the emotional
pumping speeches given by our leaders, it
must make Y2ll wonder what is really going
on behind our backs. I fully agree with you
that ignorant is the worst way to die. Ignorant
with aT.
"All around me people are saying, I can't
read or watch anymore about this." Your
reply is "typical . ..just tum your backs." I
personally don't like to watch the coverage
over and over due to the recurring violent
images and the reminder that all of America is
in danger. I feel like I have little power in
helping too. The coverage reminds me that
the United States. has a lot to lose while
Afghanistan and terror groups have little.
Eating these over dramatic, over produced
news hours can make a person sick. A brief
hiatus is not a bad idea.
''This leads me to believe that we need to
scrap much of what we think about ourselves
and the way we function as a country." Have
you come up with any suggestions for a better
future to be possible? Why do you feel that
you're any kind of authority to propose something like this and not give any helpful input?
Even any ideas that were in early stages or
even concepts would be helpful. Your words
and ideas reach thol,ISIIIlds of students each
week; you are in a position to talk to the
masses all at once. If education is the answer,
you, my friend have a platform to education.

-Sean D. Quealy

Gorski Responds
First ofall, thank you for speaking your mind and
offering your opinion to the table. It would be nice to
see more lc:ttcr.; filled with such inu:lligcnt criticism
coming in.
I apologj2e for any vagueness or lnlC1ainty I
leave my readers with. Thank you fir pointing out
that I tend to confuse some ofmy readers with~
cific pronouns that do not clearly identify which
group of people I am writing about. For example,
when I wroec ''we still think" I was referring to the
people of the Unilcd Stales. The "age of ideas"
should have been the ''age ofinfunnatioo."
When I wro1C ''typical, just 11m your backs," I
only meant to inspire a reactioo fian my reader to
self-educate in any way possible. I was actually trying to convey that you can only get so much fian
mainstream ~~CM. ooverage and it is up to each pmon
to find infonnation in oChers ways. Once again , I
realize my choice of words may not have CXlllV'C)'ed
my ideas.
In terms of caning up with "helpful sol\llior-6,"
when I mentioned education reform I thougllt that
was enough, but I wiD c:xpomd more ~ in the
future. I i1o not claim to be an aliOOritY, jU5t a jour-

nalist and oonoemcd citi2len. I am still yoo..~g and
while I may not have all the amwe~S, I can see many
of the problems.
- WUiiam Go~tuy Editor
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Murderous mothers get off too easy
By KaUe Walsh
Commentary Editor
What is a child's life worth nowadays? In this country, it's not
worth a whole lot. The going rate for killing your own child now
seems to stand somewhere between three and nine years in prison.
That's right, you can intentionally kill your child and walk away in
three years. Only in America.
A 23-year-old New Jersey woman did exactly that last week.
Melissa Drexler was released from prison after serving only three
years of a I 5 year sentence for killing her newborn son.
Some of you might remember this case, but for those of you
who don't, Jet me tell you what she did. Drexler an 18-year-old
high school senior at the time, hid her pregnancy' from her
boy.!'fiend and her parents. She gave ?!rth to her six-pound son in
a t01let at her prom. She cut the umb1hcal chord on a sanitarynapkin disposal bin. Drexler then proceeded to strangle the verymuch-alive, helpless little boy until he was dead. Drexler then
tossed the boy's body into the trash. Afterward she returned to the
crowded prom, ate a salad and began dancing.
In I 998 Drexler plead guilty to aggravated manslaughter instead
of facing a murder trial and a possible 30 year sentence.
Drexler's lawyer says she plans to take up a career in fashion
which was her study of choice while in prison. Must be nice
get to choose your course of study on taxpayers' money while
serving time for killing your baby.
Drexler's dead son is one of many children who did not receive
the justice they deserved. In I 996, two wealthy teenagers, Amy
Grossberg and Brian Peterson, birthed their son in a motel room
and disposed of his body in a dumpster, where he died. Neither of
them spent more than two years in jail for their crime and believe
it or not, Grossberg counseled pregnant teens upon her rel~ase. I
can only imagine what kind of tips she had in store for the girls
who sought advice.
We all remember Susan Smith, don't we? She was the woman
who drowned her two toddler boys to get her rich boyfriend to like
her again. She's likely t6 walk out of jail while in her 50s according to the New York 1imes.
In 1991 a Florida woman, Sheryl Hardy, was sent to prison for
the murder of her two-year-old son. Hardy admitted to lighting up

td

a cigarette and watching her now ex-husband drown his stepson in
the toilet for soiling his pants. The two then beat the boy with
couch cushions. He died of head injuries the following day.
Hardy served a mere nine years in jail for the crime and now has
regained custody of her nine-month-old son, who was in foster
care. An Illinois judge ruled that the boy be returned to her and
her new husband.
I know that prison is supposed to be a rehabilitating experience
for convicts--whether this actually occurs is another story. After
all, most people in prison are repeat offenders, so where 's the
rehab? But giving the system the benefit of the doubt, I am still
unsatisfied with all of these cases and I think everyone else should
be outraged too.
Paying taxes so Melissa Drexler can take fashion courses in
prison is absurd. Drexler and the others have been rewarded for
sending their young chi ldren to their graves. The system we live
in bends over backward for people like Drexler and Grossberg and
gives them free schooling and an easy ride--through life.
Drexler received no punishment for her crime. In fact, she spent
about the same amount of time in prison as we spend here at
Columbia, shelling out hefty amounts for tuition, mind you, and
she got a free education in what she wanted to study. The only
difference was that it was in a s lightly Jess pleasant environment.
It is unacceptable that there was no punishment involved. These
women have been given a get-out-of-jail-free card for killing their
children in horrific ways.
Here in Illinois, Marilyn Lemak, of Naperville, is currently
standing trial for killing her three children in I999. She drugged
them and then suffocated them with her bare hands. Her attorneys
are seeking a verdict of not guilty by reason of insanity, which
would place her in a mental institution, but will not make her
responsible for the murders in the eyes of the Jaw.
It is evident that there is something wrong with women like this,
they are killers, plain and simple. They must be held responsible
for their actions. Babies cannot continue to be killed at the hands
of their mothers who receive weak sentences and little or no punishment. These women should have to do hard time. If our justice
system does not start to realize this, I cannot imagine what things
will come to young children in the future.
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Spr1n
Re91s rat1on
Spring 2002 registration for
continuing degree-seeking students
(only) begins NovembeT 27. 2001
and ends

DeceJ11beT 6. 2001.
Tuesday, November 27 is reserved for students
with 90 or more posted credit hours. Sign up .for
an appointment in the office of your major.
RECEIVED

To All Studentsa

C£C 0 6 2001

. COLUMBIA
COLLEGE LIBRARy

75°/o of your Fall2001 account must be paid at the time you are
registering for Spring. All restricted accounts must be cleared in
Student Financial Services, Main Building, suite 303.

Reg1strahon runs from Jan. 30- Feb.1 for anyone who m1ssed early
reg1strahon. Students•at-large wlll only be allowed to reg1ster c:Junng
open reg1strahon- Feb. 4. Feb. 8 or Feb. 9 or dunnglate reg1strahon.
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THE HOKIN CENTER PRESENTS

OPEl MIC

AFTER-HOtiRS SERIES

SHOW TIME 6:30PM-10PM
FREE FOOD FREE ADM SSION, FREE FUN.

HOSTED BY: RANDLE MICHAEL

FREE YOuR M I

Hok n Annex • 623 South Wabash • Chicago. l

• 60605

www c lum edu hok·n
FOR ADMISSION YOU MUST PRESENT A VALID FALL 2001 COLLEGE
PHOTO BY DWAYNE THOMAS

RECEIVED
o.c.ller 3, 2001

Columbia Chronicle

COLUMBIA

THE SIMPLE TRUTH
The AIDS Memorial Quilt and Faces of AIDS Exhibition
December 3 - 7, 2001
Reception: Friday, December 7th, 5 - lpm

~

Glass Curtain Gallery 11 04 S. Wabash Ave. 1st Floor
THE FACES OF AIDS

Chicago Department of Public Health

funded by the Hokin Center and the Offlce of Special Events, a division of Student Affairs
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Roosevelt and Columbia students/staff
are welcome to participate
+ The spring co-ed volleyball games will begin on Monday, February 18, 2002. Games will be
held on Monday and Tuesday evenings from 7-1 Opm.

+ Sign-ups for intramural volleyball will begin on November 28th, 2001. You may sign up at
the Marvin Moss Student Center at Roosevelt University or at the Office of Student
Activities and Leadership at Columbia College.

+ Teams will be taken on a first-come, first-serve basis. Teams should consist of 8-l 0 players
and at least 2 players of each sex must be on every team. Please note that 1 player of each
sex must be on the court at all times during the game.

+ All Teams must submit a $30 entry fee. Cash only. Additionally, every individual player
must complete an information packet before the season begins. Please submit all fees and
packets to The Marvin Moss Student Center at Roosevelt University. Fees must be paid
between 9am and 5pm Monday-Friday only. Packets may be turned in Monday-Friday
7:30am to 9:00pm.

+ Any other questions? Please call the Marvin Moss Student Center at Roosevelt University
at 312-341 -2430 or Student Activities and Leadership at Columbia College at
312-344-7042.

arts
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The Legend 11111 Jeramv
By Kevin B. O'Reilly
Copy Chief
You remember Uncle Ron, don' t you? Every
Thanksgiving he comes by to wedge himself in between
Aunt Rosie and your cousin Josh at the dinner table and
stuffs his face full of all the season's best offerings. Now
in his middle age, his rotund belly protrudes so much that
he must leave an extra foot between himself and the table
so he can breathe comfortably.
His shoulder-length curly hair and thick mustache cannot conceal the twinkle in his eye and his easy laugh.
Uncle Ron is fun to be around and always remembers
your name, even though he only sees you once a year.
The black and gray curls of his thick chest hair tumble out
over the open collar of his shirt. He wears a gold ring on
his pinky finger, and always dodges the
question when you ask what he does for
a living.
But there's something about your
favorite Jewish uncle that you just
can't quite put your finger on. He
always seems to have an extra
spring in his step, yet behind the
smiling eyes is some kind of
deeply buried sadness that only
rises to the surface when your
mom asks if he's found a nice
g irl to settle down with yet.
Then late one night you
stumble on your older brother's secret stash of old issues
of Playboy and pirated, poorly
marked videotapes. You pop
one in and what you see
leaves your mouth agape as
you .struggle to suck in some
oxygen. There, amid the flurry of flesh and delicious dirtiness, is Uncle Ron, grandly
equipped at nearly I0 inches in
length.
A fantastical notion, perhaps,
yet this fictional uncle is all too
real. Ron Jeremy, a short fuzz
ball of a man, known by his fansand his detractors-as "the
Hedgehog," is "America's most
unlikely sex star," say the makers of
a new documentary opening this
week in Chicago. "Porn Star:
The Legend of Ron Jeremy"
chronicles the life and times of
this mainstay of the adult film industry with
humor and tenderness.
Jeremy, 48, has appeared in more than 1,600 adult
movies and 42 mainstream films, usually as an extra or
playing himself in cameo appearances. Too often, his performances in mainstream films wind up on the cutting
floor thanks to nervous studio executives. Jeremy served
as a consultant on Paul Thomas Anderson's "Boogie
Nights" and Adrian Lyne's " 9 \1, Weeks," and has appeared
in "Meet Wally Sparks" and "Orgazmo."

"There's Elvis and then there 's Ron, basically," says
one of the legion of Jeremy's young male fans quoted in
the film. Jeremy says that male viewers can relate to his
appearance on film . He's just a homely guy bedding
beautiful women, he says, which feeds into male fantasies.
"Why is Ron a success?" asks one friend in the movie.
"Because he's fat, hairy and ugly." The very attributes
most would consider detriments for the flesh flick trade
are actually assets for Jeremy.
Raised in an upper-middle class Jewish family in
Queens, N.Y, Jeremy is unusual for an adult film
star. He doesn't drink, do drugs or come from a
broken home. Though his mother died of
Parkinson 's disease when Jeremy was only a
boy, the future adult legend had a largely normal
childhood. Jeremy even earned a master's degree
in educatio n and taught autistic and mentally
challenged children for a year or two as he struggled to get parts in off-Broadway productions.
Unfortunately, most stage productions could not make
use of Jeremy's most prodigious talent. However, a girlfriend sent a picture of Jeremy to Playgirl and new career
opportunities came rolling in. After struggling to put food
on his plate (and with Jeremy 's appetite, that was a major
concern), Jeremy turned to adult movies in 1978, but to
this day he has not given up his dream of making it as a
mainstream actor.
" Porn Star" unveils all of this in a well-paced style, featuring interviews with many adult film producers, directors and performers. The film makes excellent use of old
adult film footage, illustrating narrative points with nonsex scenes from ' 70s and ' 80s porn films. For example,
when discussing how Jeremy's picture in Playgirl had
women and film producers ringing his phone off the hook,
an old clip of Jeremy talking with an interested lady caller
is shown. Often humorous and campy, these vintage clips
add a lot of spice to the documentary, avoiding the dreaded talking-head syndrome.
The adult fi lm industry has changed drastically in the 21
years Jeremy has been a part of it. From its semi-legal
status featuring plot-driven movies shot on film in the 70s
to today 's billion-dollar business of wall-to-wall sex
scenes shot on video, Jeremy has been through it all.
Of course, the most dramatic change in the industry
came with the AIDS crisis. Now all adult performers are
required to get tested monthly for the presence of HIV
antibodies. In " Porn Star," Jeremy is captured waiting for
the results of one of his monthly tests. He paces restlessly and his olive skin turns pale.
"This is the worst part of this job," Jeremy says in the
film. "I won't miss these damn tests when I' m retired."
But Jeremy, notorious for his frugality-~e 's shown traveling with plastic grocery store bags as luggage-<loesn't
plan on retiring from adult movies until he has a sustainable mainstream acting career going. Only then can he
consider marriage and fami ly, he says.
The prospect of mainstream success doesn' t seem very
likely, though. While he is sometimes credited by his
given name, Ron Hyatt, it is usually not too long before
producers discover who it is that's playing the bumbling
cop or bank clerk. It does not help that Jeremy displays
little talent for acting.
But Jeremy persists in his dream, carrying on in the face
of cruel rejection. He carries a tattered, 12-year-old three-
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ring binder filled with page
after page of names and numbers scri bbled in writing
indecipherable to anyone but
Jeremy. When he meets
someone who has a connection to another of Jeremy's
contacts, he draws a line
from one na me to the
other. The pages, which
fly into the air as the binder is
opened, look like some new form
of hieroglyphics or the latest in
abstract art.
Jeremy insists in "Porn Star" that,
in some ways, performing in adult
movies takes just as much ta lent as
playing Hamlet. Most important,
Jeremy must be aro used when it's
time to shoot. With 15 crew
members standing aro und and hot
lights beaming down, th is is not as
easy as it sounds, even duri ng
scenes with some of the sex iest
starlets in the business. Too many
would-be male performers fail at
this basic test.
" I don 't have time to wait for
wood," Jim Holl iday, an adult movie producer, says bluntly in the film.
Secondly, Jeremy must be able to hold off the moment
of climax until the
scene is done and it's
time for the "money
shot." Jeremy says
he thinks of dead
dogs, Vietnam casualties and his naked
grandmother
to
dampen his excitement.
"It's the purest form
of acting, the kind
that Strasberg and
Stanislavsky talked
about," Jeremy says
in the film . Sense
memory, indeed!
It's this kind of wit
and Jeremy's eccentricities which sustain
uPom Star," a thoroughly entertaining
look at one man's
wild ride on the
Photo courtesy of www.RonJeremy.com
fringes of unorthodox
Ron Jeremy in a piece titled, "My
fame.
"Porn Star: The First Nude."
Legend
of
Ron
Jeremy" (79 minutes, unrated, directed by Scot/ J. Gill)
opens Friday, Dec. 7 and runs for one week at Landmark
Century Center Cinemas, 2828 N. Clark St. Pick up the
Chronicle next week f or a f ace-to-fa ce Q&A with the legend himself Visit www.ronjeremy-themovie.com for more
information.
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a restaurant. Except, you're not doing the
cooking and no one, except the busboys, are
doing the cleaning.
Fittingly called a "lunchroom," Leo's is
certainly not a place to be wined and dined.
And although the term "lunchroom" might
be the very word that keeps you far from this
place, I solemnly swear that this lunchroom
is nothing like Adam Sandler's "Lunch Lady
Land."
All right, Adam Sandler, Leo's Lunchroom
does serve navy bean soup every now and
again. And I have caught the kitchen staff
wearing haimets on occasion. Knee-high
rubber boots worn by some sort of soup master is another scary sight at Leo's during slow
afternoons.
I suppose it is something more practical than An internal vitw of Lto's Lunchroom.
appetite that makes me enjoy seeing when interestinglooking college-aged individuals hard at work in a hot
quently ordered sandwich would is the U-boat, which
kitchen. This is opposed to a 60-year-old sweaty
woman named Lunch Lady Bertha who loves nothing features salami, ham-smoked provolone and sharp
more than to feed brussel sprouts to screaming kids. We cheddar cheese with Italian dressing on a French roll.
Green salads, along with Leo's salad platter of chickall have our lunchroom memories.
Now take a second to breathe. Elementary school is en, potato and cole slaw, served with a small tossed
over and so are your haunting lunchroom days of scary salad and bread, adds to the menu. Chili and daily soup
cafeteria workers, hairnets and brussei sp routs. specials are also options.
Leo's is open early in the morning until I I :30 a.m. on
Adulthood will keep you safe. And Leo's Lunchroom,
weekdays or 3 p.m. on weekends. Reasonably priced
not some scary lunch lady, will keep you well fed.
The sandwiches at Leo's are all of a basic nature. and well-done breakfasts are parallel to Leo's lunch
Nothing too fancy, the lunchroom offers variations of menu. Breakfast burritos, corned beef hash, omelets and
roast beef, turkey, ham, pastrami, corned beef, salami, egg dishes also delight. Bagels, pancakes, French toast
cheese or egg, tuna and chicken salad. Each of these and sides are also available. Dinner specials are posted
,
"create your own" sandwich options comes with lettuce, after 6 p.m.
Leo's Lunchroom, 1809 W. Division, can be reached
tomato, dill pickle and choice of potato salad, potato
at
(773)
276-6509.
Hours are Tuesday through
chips or the best cole slaw in Chicago.
Leo's favorites include Reubens with sauerkraut and Thursday from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., Friday through
Thousand Island dressing, veggie specials with Russian Saturday, 8 a.m. to II p.m. and Sundays from 8 a.m. to
slaw and Holy Cows with roast beef and pastrami, 3:30 p.m. Carry out is also available for a nominal fee
jalapeno jack cheese and garlic dressing. The most fre- of .25 cents per item.
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By Stacie Boudros
Contributing Writer
Every student's plight in the mission for better
Chicago living is to seek out the perfect restaurants,
bars, clubs and cafes. While Columbia's hands-on mission extends boundlessly throughout the arts and media
worlds, it is equally important for students of these
worlds to exercise their own hands-on mission-to
indulge and enjoy themselves in their free time.
Few locations in our city have the potentia/to satisfy
the perpetually searching Columbia student's palate
and desire for ambiance. Read the Chronicle's
"Chicago Finds" series each week as a guide in y our
continuing quest for pleasure.
This week's "Chicago Finds," Leo 's Lunchroom, is far
from perfect. Granted, the menu does possess endless
hearty palate-pleasers. But from the looks of the yearround blinking Christmas lights hung over 10 years'
worth of newspaper clippings plastered on the walls, the
joint is more like lunch at your own cluttered house than
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The human toU ol war
Wolter In D1rtcness
by Daniel
Buckman
Akaehlc Books
2001, hardcover
Talk With the
Author by Jeb
Gleason-Allured

By Todd Dills
Contributing Writer
/

With his debm novel, Water in Darkness,
Daniel Buckman rresents a stark outlook
on the human to! of war: "If you came
from factory towns like Kankakee, Illinois,
where I grew up, you saw that the Vietnam
War took a lot of flesh. The draft didn't
leave a rock untumed. Everybody's father
served with Army or Marine Corps
infantry units, and a few of them came
home dragging fake legs or missing an ear
or part of a hand. You accepted this as normal."
'fhe. title of the book is no mlsnO!Jij:r,
these ~.11ghtless prose ws a reflec·
tion of reab-life experie~. As Buckinan
explains, ''I · did no research. r simply
closed my eyes and remembered." A perpetual night ~ over Buclanan's char·
acters-ao emotionally numb collection of
fatherless sons, murderers, gamblers and
whores-who try to make their way in a
world soaked m blood, rain and bl)e,
where ia1vatlon and death are often sy.nonymqus. :
w~ (trlt 6itet a Jtomcward-bound Jac'k
Tynt In the skies over Honduras (the year
is 1981) where he and his fellow Airborne
have seen a woeful lack of action. This is a
aeneratJon of lost Y9U11i men In search of
a war to de.fine them (II! VIetnam did their
fathm) and whO, not findina 0111? perpe·
ttate prycl!k Yloleriu on tbemse1ve• and
e.chc>thM.
s_h o :

where he meets another, older veteranthe ex-cop, addict and shalce-down man,
Danny "Irish" Morrison-who bas his
own fair share of emotional scars.
Predictably, the vulnerable Tyne is pulled
into Morrison's black bole of desperation
and suicidal brutality.
.
Buckman has no trouble explaining
exactly bow such injured men are forged:
"Wars are fought by the working class.
Always have been. Always will. Larry
Heinemann once remarked that Vietnam is
a corpse in his bedroom. I guess, being one
of his 'sons,' 1 grew up with that corpse as
a playmate."
Buckman's realist fiction is heavy on
imagery-more show than tell-a reflection ofhis influences: " When I was writing
the book, I read Hemingway's Collected
Stories six times. The inter-<:hapters from
'In Our T'ime' especially struck me
because in them he manages to give you
character and conflict in a very short
spaco-sometimes only seven sentences
and a few lines of dialogue."
Buckman wraps a smoky, boozy atmosphere around a wisp of plot with uneven,
but powerful results.Jn one painfully vivid
passage, Buckman revisits Morrison's
birth: "His mother lies back flat on a mattress on the floOr, her legs twisted in
bloody sheets, biting his father's finger to
the bone until he slaps her paling face and
pries her teeth open with a butter lcnife.
She lw haunted blue eyes, hair blacker
than night birds, a voice without volume.
Outside-, black shciets of rain blur the street
ll~ts. She bleeds until she dies and then
shU bleeds, her dark h8ir unhinged and
spread wet beneath her head."
It is in. this manner-marrying poetics
to gritty truth-that the book manages to
rise above its casual racism, plot . contrivances and occasional lack of emotion·
al breadth. Thi$ i.s not writing for the falni
of heart. In BIJCkman's nihilistic world,
femininity is grotesque1 humor Ia pitch ,
black and death is' everybody's co-pliOt.
Yet the author reminds us, even In a time
like our own, that there always remains a
sliver of hope:
"[l)n time the rain would ceuc and the
dawn would pale the eastern sky, as It had ,'
ye1terday, for one man and for all men."
.

.

Aflethi14ftchal'ae, TY.O!I \n'kltly tetUrl!l ~~tlon: .1-Ut week's ,blue feiturcd "
llorM to ~n-it.-J~~ek rur.J llllnoi• for review of Dl~ Ackennan'• CU/ttvatlnt
apltiabltl*lm.lon with hll ~ roou. Dflltht. Thl• review wu written by Eileen
SOon atltr, be el1di 11J1 on the mean.~tteeu MeVet)', not 1'odd 1)111, u publiJhed/I'))e
(1( ~10 1 vat~ itbnki neljhborhooda Chronfole rearets the tJTOt.
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ve
arkly
mic dentist falls flat
By Julie Shamon
Staff Writer
Blissful injections of novocaine deaden the pain from deep drilling while
lounging in the dentist's chair. But
you'll need more than drugs to make it
through Steve Martin's comedy clunker,
"Novocaine."
Martin's character
of a rebel psycho
dentist from "Little
Shop of Horrors" is
back, this time as
Frank Sangster, not
so psycho but rebellious indeed. He's an
edgy dentist in a
generic suburb outside Chicago with
the typical perfect
life just waiting to be
turned upside down.
His
philosophies
relate to tooth decay:
"The worst th ing that
could happen to a
man's life is lose his
teeth," he says, a
_
notion which offends
his by-the-rules sensibility. Later, he
realizes something missing from his
supposedly perfect life.
Frank is engaged to his leggy dental
hygienist, Jean Noble (Laura Dem) and
awaits spontaneity, which could explain
that void in his relationship, but he
doesn't get it from his model-perfect
fiancee who fears lovemaking in the
dentist chair.
Then, a striking young woman occupies that fantasy-avoking chair with a
bad toothache and a need for Demerol.
Susan lvey (Helena Bonham Carter),
donning in grunge and pigtails, enters in
need of a root canal, and later empties
the stash of drugs from the office.
Frank sets an appointment for her root
canal at 7:30 a. m. and without a care in
the world, she shows up at 7:30 p.m.
lugging bags of alcohol. At the same
time, he realizes the office's drugs are
missing. It does not take him long to
think of fulfilling the dentist-chair fantasy after all, though his attmction to her
seems odd because he's portrayed as the
levelheaded type who is "sweet in a

dentist sort of way," according to
Susan. Yet, you still have a doubt that
Frank would leave that all-too-perfect
cocoon for nothing more challenging
than a spunky, pasty-looking drugaddict type.
A small lie unravels the plot and spins
a downward spiral. The stylish, rigid
Jean drills him after skipping several
dates, and the fibs
start from there.
The drug enforcement agent investigating the missing
drugs, Frank's meddling
brother,
Harlan
(Elias
Koteas),
and
Susan's psychotic
brother,
Duane
(Scott Caan), are the
other ingredients in
a concoction brewing with trouble.
There are many
things wrong with
"No v o c a i n e . "
Writer / d i rector
David Atkins' directorial debut fills
..__ _ _ _-.:...J some gaps with garish antics (like scissors stabbing into
someone's hand), yet has glaring flaws
in his dark comedy.
The criminal activity separates you
emotionally from the nefarious character, but is too clever by half and rarely
delivers big laughs. Never before has
Martin been involved in so many sex
scenes in a movie (not that there are
many), and there's definitely no sexual
chemistry between him and Bonham
Carter; their scenes are numb from the
waist down.
Combining "Jerry Springer" type seenarios and " American Beauty's" precise
display of life's vicissitudes, this one
takes a three-point tum ending up rillht
where it started-in the dentist's chBJr.
Accentuated with noir flashes of Xray images, you'll remember to go
home and floss after eating all that popcom and candy. Hopefully, you'll go
home before the climax where Martin
woefully devises the nastiest solution
possible for escaping his troubles with
the law. It's hardly worth the effort to
try this at home.
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Ex-Beatle George Harrison dead
at 58 after long battle with cancer

Only two of the Fab Four remain

By Michael Hlrtzer
Assistant A&E Editor

By Kevin B. O'Reilly
Copy Chief
George Harrison, lead guitarist for
1960s rock band the Beatles and the
author of some their greatest and most
moving hits, died last Thursday in the
Los Angeles home of a friend. He was
58 years old.
Harrison had been ill for most of the
1990s, ftrst struck by lung cancer, then
throat cancer and ftnally a brain tumor.
A British tabloid news story rumored
earlier this year that Harrison was near
death, but turned out to be a hoax when
the supposed source of the story, Beatles'
producer Sir George Martin, renounced
it. In 1999, Harrison survived a stabbing
attack in his London home.
John Lennon was shot to death in New
York in 1980, leaving Ringo Starr and
Paul McCartney as the only surviving
Beatles.
Harrison was typically granted the
space to write one song on each Beatles'
album. When the group stopped touring
in 1965, he grew exponentially as a
songwriter and singer, crafting such classics as "faxman," "While My Guitar
Gently Weeps," "Here Comes the Sun"
and "Something."
Usually dubbed "the quiet Beatie,"
Harrison was the ftrst Beatie to have success after the band broke up. His 1970
album, AUThings Must Pass, included a
duet with Bob Dylan on "If Not for You"
and the ftrst ex-Beatle chart hit, ' 'My
Sweet Lord." The Chiffons later successfully sued Harrison, whose song bore a
striking resemblence to the group's 1962
hit, "He's So Fine."
'To me, he was the most interesting and
unique Beatie," said Stephen Thompson,
a ftlm junior. "I really liked his guitar
playing, and he was more mysterious than
the other Beatles. He was the dark horse
of the group."
Fittingly enough, Harrison chose "Dark
Horse" as the name of his album label, on
which he released his own albums and
those of other artists. Harrison, also

The
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012 provide soundtrack
for drag-thirsty escapades

Photo courtesy of nytimes.com

George Harrison, shown In 1998, died
Nov. 29 following a battle with cancer.
active in British ftlm production, organized the ftrst major rock-star beneftt
show, the Concert for Bangladesh, in
1971.
"Hands down, this epochal concert in
New York's Madison Square Garden
was the crowning event of George
Harrison's public life," according to
rock critic Richard S. Ginnell. The concert featured Harrison, Indian sitar player Ravi Shankar, Ringo Starr and a surprise appearance from the then-reclusive Bob Dylan.
For much of the '70s and '80s,
Harrison retreated from public view, but
in 1987 he scored another No. I hit with
"Got My Mind Set On You." The following year, Harrison was able to once
again retreat into the security of a group
setting when he joined Dylan, Tom
Petty, Roy Orbison and Jeff Lynne to
form the Traveling Wilburys, who scored
a hit with "Handle Me With Care."
"One," a compilation qf Beatles' No.I
hits released earlier this year, topped the
album charts the world over, proving the
group's staying power.
"I see a lot of people who are really into
the Beatles," Thompson said. 'These are
people who weren't even alive when
Lermon was shot, but who are carrying on"
the public's love affair with the band.
"I love 'While My Guitar Gently
Weeps,"' Thompson said. "It's just beautiful music."
Harrison is survived by his wife, Olivia,
and his 24-year-old son, Dhani.

As a third grader, I was exposed to 2
Live Crew's As Nasty as They Wanna
Be, when a dirty-mouthed fourth grader
brought me behind school, opened his
duffel bag and revealed a cassette tape,
with a cover graced by four thonged-out
black women. He proceeded to steal my
innocence, turning on his small red
boombox to play "Dirty Nursery
Rhymes" and 'The F--- Shop."
Before that, I thought Abraham Lincoln
really was "a good o ld man."
Flip the script to 200 I, and I trudgeas a much more experienced college stude nt-through the insufferable conditions of a sold-out House of Blues concert to see current shock-hoppers Dl2.

Photo by Bobby Ber!y/Chronicle

D12's Proof performing, Nov. 19 at
the House of Blues.
The Detroit-based group makes gimmick-laced rap for impressionable teens
looking for friendly words of encouragement to indulge in illegal drugs. The sixlarge grou~onsisti ng of Bizarre,
Eminem, Kuniva, Mr. Denaun Porter,
Proof and Swift-performed songs off
their debut LP, Devil's Night. They
escape the Amityville-like street-life of
Detroit with their extremely un-PC
shtick, touching on subjects like drug use,
trash talking and more drug use, all atop
slick, spooky beats.
The HOB probably didn't allow any

photography because of all the drug use
on stage. When D 12 performed their ftrst
single, "Purple Pills," they called out to
all the Vicodin, Valium, Tylenol 3,
mescaline, mushroom and weed heads
before washing down tabs of ecstasy with
Hennessy.
Although the fans ate it all up, they
seemed truly disappointed by Mr. Shady's
absence, as Eminem was ftlming his life
story in Detroit. But Dl2 as a whole has
as much skill, if not more, than Eminem
because they vary their flow just enough
to stay interesting, while a solo Shady
gets redundant.
IfD12 wasn't so busy trying to piss people off, they might actually have something to say, but then again, maybe nottheir heads are probably as clouded as the
HOB was with thick marijuana smoke.
Dl2 appeased their audience, providing
them with a perfect soundtrack for their
drug-thirsty escapades, but they failed to
resonate. They left no lasting message
besides another "Dirty Nursery Rhyme"
over a fat beat.
In the audience, white boys with bad
bleach jobs in baggy jeans and FUBU jerseys pounded their ftsts in the air, smoked
their Optimos and hung on Dl2's every
word.
Openers the Kottonouth Kings, on the
other hand, made it hard nearly impossilbe
to understand anything they said.
DI2's shock val ue lies some where
between Marilyn Manson (one 012 member even dons a similar alias, Swifty
McVay) and sex-stylist Kool Keith, while
the Kings drop to an even lower common
denominator, landing somewhere between
Limp Bizkit, Cypress Hill and the Crystal
Method.
At their deepest moment they said
they're onto something serious and asked
that "all the bud-smokers put your lighters
in the air." The only words decipherable in
their mess of power chords, scratches and
screaming were "high" and weed." The
most unfortunate thing about the concert
was that the crowd went crazy-they
couldn't get enough of it.
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INVITE YOU TO HAVE
A SMOKIN' GOOD TIME!

Ho HD Ho... HD

ON DECEMBER 21, PUT A LITTLE TINGLE IN YOUR JINGLE.

Stop by the Chronicle Office [Room 205, Wabash Building] to pick up a complimentary pass
[good for two] to see a special advance screening of HOW HIGH.
HOW HI&H hll been rated R(Restricted • Under 17 Requires Accompanying Parent Or Adult Guardian) for pervasive drug usa and language,
and for sexual dialogue. You must be 11 years of age or older to receive a ticket.
PNNI art avlll••lt an • flrti·Nmo, flrtl•llrvt4 •1111, whllt ou,pll11 1111. Dnt pou por portOft. No puroh111 ntcuoory. I'"IIIDVIII of all promotional partntrt an4 their tttntlto trt ntltlltl•lt.

IN THEATERS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21 sr!
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Quincy jones memoir doesn't skip a beat
By Patrfck MacDonald
The Seattle Times
Quincy Jones' new autobiography, Q, is remarkable.
Not only does he tell a fascinating, moving story of
overcoming hardship and deprivation to become one of
the major moguls of the music business, but he also
writes with style, grace and eloquence.
Unlike many celebrity authors, he uses no co-writer.
He crafted the book himself over five years, with some
advice and assistance from editors.
But the text is not entirely his own. The book also
contains short chapters from family, friends and associates, and Jones seems to have inspired good writing
from them, too.
Jones' story is worth telling. Those who know him
only as the suave, sophisticated and streetwise producer/songwriter/film composer may be surprised at his
humble upbringing in the ghetto, where his family was
so poor they sometimes were forced to eat fried rats to
survive. Jones' mother instructed him to catch the ones
whose tai Is moved the most because they made the best
eating.
His mother was mentally unstable, and he recounts
horri fy ing details of her sometimes violent behavior.
Such honesty marks the whole book. He writes of
his own "dogging" (i.e. chasing after women) and how
it hurt his family. And he is most apologetic for neglecting his seven children by five different mothers) while
he pursued his fabled career.
He also writes of his own mental breakdown and
how he struggled to overcome it.
Jones writes about his formative years in the

Northwest, first in Bremerton, Wash., where his father
worked in the shipyards during World War II, and in
Seattle, where the family moved and where the teenage
Jones started his career. In the 1940s, Seattle was filled
with military personnel and defense workers, and the
place was jumpin' with nightclubs.
Jones' serendipitous meeting with Ray Charles, who
was also starting his career in Seattle at the same time,
is crucial, as are some of the teachers he encountered in
Bremerton and Seattle.
Jones has worked with and known so many notable
people that he could be accused of name-dropping. But
every reference to his relationships with famous names
such as Picasso, Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington,
Dizzy Gillespie, Sarah Vaughan, Steven Spielberg and
Frank Sinatra, had meaning in his li fe.
His most famous associate is, of course, Michael
Jackson. Jones ' fame rose with the incredible success of
Jackson's "Thriller," which Jones produced.
Jones must have some dirt on the guy, but he doesn't spill it. In fact, the book is marked by kindness and
restraint.
To get the fullest picture of Jones, there is also an
accompanying four-CO set on Rhino titled Q: The
Musical Biography" ($59.97; Rhino).
It includes some of his earliest recorc
as a trumpeter in Lionel Hampton's and other bar. ~,, highlights
from the many movie and TV soundtracks he has written and produced, a sampling of the hits he wrote and/or
produced for others (his first hit was "It's My Party,"
which he produced for Lesley Gore) and best of all, a
Photo courtesy from Columbia College photo archives generous selection of cuts from his own albums.
Music and entertainer mogul Quincy Jones recounts a
Together, the autobiography and box set present a
painful life of rat-eating and infidelity in his memoir, Q.
full picture of one of the finest talents to ever come out
of the Pacific Northwest.

!idler Planetarium offers intergalatic interactions
By Jackie Miller
Staff Writer
The AdJet Planetarium and Astronomy Museum
offers plenty of .activities for families and group outings. The planetarium bas many hands-on exhibits and
also provides several shows for viewing in their theaters.
The museum allows visitors to Jearn and participate
in many activities that have shaped the earth jllld all
life form that exist on it They can learn about the
~ direction, and pattern of light, and in what
Oirection the galaxy is spinning. among other fucinating scientific phenOmena.
The majority of all exhibits are hands-on, allowing
visitors to learn and experience the information.
There are two theaters in the planetarium: the
StarRlder Theater and the Sky Theater. Both have two
shows that run at diffetent'times throushout the day.
The StarRider Theater is an interactive eomputer
graphics theater, which taket the audience on a simufatid j~urney away l}pm e~ into the -wonders and
mysteries of outer space.
'The two shows in the StarRider
are:

"Journey to Infinity" and "Solar Storms". "Journey to
Infinity" is a 30-minuto interactive show that takes
you,on a trip throu~ the universe beginning on an
alien world five bilhon years ago,and, the formation
of the solar system. It also takes you on a ride from
£arth pa,st the sun and planets, with -stops along the
stars of the Milky WJJ.Y Galaxy jnJo the uniyerse. It
also includes a close look at the planet Mars for the
posSibility of life.
"Solar Storms" is a 25-minuto interactive show that
looks at the billions of years of Earth's existence. This
sHow focuses on the many ways the S\UI effec1ll Earth
and life on this plan
The show illustrates how the
sun effecting everything from satellite transmissions to
cellular reception.
The Sky Theater is a spectator's heaven. Here you
can sit back: and observe a re-creation of the starry
skies at night projected onto the dome of the theater,
The two shows at the Sky Theater are: "Star of
Wonder" and "Spirits from the SkY: Thunder on the
Land." "Star of Wonder" is a 30-minute story of the
Magi star that shone over Bethlehem 2,000 years ago.
This show isln perfect timing for the holiday season.
"Spirits from the Sk.y"is a 37-minute jOUI'IlCy into the
culture of lhe Sk.ldi Iiawnee Native American nation.
·J show was producod In cooperation with the tribal

elders, and exposes the audience to the Skidi band's
cultural philosophy of patterning their lives from the
observations they made of the Earth and celestial phenomena.
The "Star of Wonder" show has been running since
Nov. 23 and ends on Jan, 6, 2002. lt is the only show
of the abOve listed shows that ls a holiday show••The
rest run throushout the year. The price of admission to
the Planetarium varies with <:ert&in pac.k;ages offered.
The Ultimate Universe Adventure offers museum
admission plus two theater shows. For adults, admission is $15 and for-seniors and children ages 4 through
7 admission is $14.
The planetarium has "Far Out Fridays." These takes
place the first Friday of every month from 5 p.m. to 10
p.m. Visitors
treated to unlimited Sky Theater and
StarRider Shows, telescope viewin~ lectures by Adler
astronomers, hands on family activities, and special
tours and demonstrations. Admission for adults is
$13,children ages 4 through 17 and senior citiz.ens age
65 and over, $10, and Adler members $5. Another
option is the family star pack, which is four people for
$40 (two adults and two children ot: one adult and 3
chlldren).
The Planetarium is open onday through Friday,
9:30a.m. to 4:30p.m., at,l300 S, Lake S~ore Dr.
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Survival guide
for Harry Potter haters
By Catherine Newton
Knight Ridder
We know you are out there. Any notion
of Harry Potter makes you want to puke.
You think the Harry hype is nothing more
than a merchandise-heavy marketing ploy
to promote a gazillion·dollar Hollywood
flick and book series that does not interest
you in the least.
You do not want to hear the name Harry
Potter or have any part in the Potter pandemonium .
Well, you have a challenge ahead of
you. The book se ries ' author, J.K.
Rowling, has planned at least three more
volumes in the Potter series. The film
version, which was released in the United
States last week,is bound to fuel magic-

manic people through the holiday season.
A second movie, based on Book Two, is
already in production.
You need a plan to survive in the
weeks, months and, conceivably, years
ahead, if you are not wild about Harry.
Find yourse lf a Potter-free zone.
Surround yourself with like-minded folk.
This will mean restricting your movements about town and your tendency to
do things like shop, eat out, attend sporting events, pick up your dry cleaning and
generally live a happy, fulfilling life. But
you cannot have everything.
Specifically, STAY AWAY FROM:
schools (too many enthusiastic children),
playgrounds (ditto), parks (again), toy
stores (do you get the picture?), your
own home (if you have children), bookstores, malls, Target, libraries (especially
restricted sections"), movie theaters,

magazines, television, newspapers, radio,
the Internet, office water coolers and
England.
Instead, HEAD FOR: truck stop
restrooms, the customer service department of your local cable company, and
the mountains of Afghanistan. These,
unofficially are your best bets.
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Tenacious D mix
music and comedy
By Anthony Heintzelman
Staff Writer
After seven years, several short tours,
a short- lived HBO series and numerous
appearances o n televi sion shows,
Tenacious D has finally released its first
album, Tenacious D, and it does not disappo int.
Tenacious D, or as they typically refer
to themselves, "The D," is made up of
Jack Black and Kyle Gass. Black does
most of the s inging, and both play guitar. Black is best known for his roles in
films like "High Fide lity," "Savi ng
Silverman" and "Shallow Hal." Gass
has also done some acting, but hi s roles
have mostly been of the No. 2 man variety.
The most important th ing to know
about Tenacious D is that their entire act
is a joke. From the name, which comes
from a term basketball announcer Marv
Albert used to describe a team 's
defense, to their dec laration of be ing the
best band in the world and even to the
album' s artwork.
The cover features a horned Black and
Gass standing naked, covering themselves with guitars, chained to a post
inside of a pentagram with Satan standing behind them. The back of the album
has bas ically the same picture, but with
nude babies in the place of Black and
Gass. Someone must have not gotten
the joke, because a version of the CD
with the babies airbrushed out has been
made available.
For their debut, the band has actually
worked on putting together a real album,
or at least as much of a real a lbum as
they co uld possibly make. Produced by
the Dust Brothers (Beck's Odelay,
Beastie Boys' Paul's Boutique), it most
notably features two of the band 's bestknown fans, Dave Grohl from Nirvana
and the Foo Fighters playing gu itar a nd

11

drums, and Phish's Page McConnell
playing keyboards.
.
The a lbum has a good mix of songs
and comedy pieces. Fourteen of the 21
tracks are actually songs, and a few of
the rest are music-related. The recurring
themes on the album are the old rock 'n'
roll standbys-sex, Satan and marijuaBut the most frequent theme
na.
Tenacious D sings about is themselves.
Almost everything is about how great
they are and how they are going to be
the biggest band in the world . The se lfreferences are numerous, probably second only to the Jon Spencer Blues
Explosion.
It may seem that an entire album
revolving around this theme would be
funny for the first few times before growBut somehow with
ing tiresome.
Tenacious D, it never does. Black and
Gass have been able to take rather simple
songs and make them memorable. Each
one is at least musically unique, and most
importantly they are funny.
The consistency of the whole album is
what makes it really impressive. While
everyone w ill likely have their favorites,
this is the type of album that you can put
o n and listen to from the ope ner,
" Kie lbasa," to the closer, "City Hall."
They have also avoided a typical pitfall
of most comedy albums, which is being
too current to remain funny.' The only
song that cou ld be considered dated is
"D io," which is about metal singer
Ronnie James Dio being "too old for
rock." But then again, Dio has always
been unintentionally funny, so the song
still works.
In a perfect world, Tenacious D would
overthrow all the pre-fabricated pop stars
from the charts and actually become the
biggest band in the world. Of course, in
reality they wi ll continue to do what they
do and be under-appreciated for it, but as
just one listen w ill make you realize,
reality is not necessary to be funny.
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LOOK AT AN
ARMY OF ONE
*
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Thanksgiving Schedule 2001

Holiday Schedule 2001-2002
Mon Doc.IO
NO SHOW

Tue0ec.11

Mon Dec.17
NO SHOW

Tue Dec.18

5+8pm

2.5+8pm

4.7+10pm

Mon Oec.24

Tue Oec.25

2+5pm

CltAimiAI DIN
PilliON

Wed Dec.26

Thu Dec.27

_....,.....,.

Tue Jan.1

Wed Jan.2

5+8pm

5+8pm

Mon Oec.31
4.7+10pm

Spm
Spm
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Wed Dec.12 Thu Dec.13

fri Oec.14

Set Oec.15

7+10pm

4.7+10pm

1.4+7pm

Fri Oec.21

Set Oec.22

Sun Oec.23

2.5+8pm

Fri Dec.28

Set Oec.29

4.7+10pm

Sun Oec.JO

4.7+10pm

1.4+7pm

Thu Jan.J

FriJan.4

Set Jen.5

Sun Jen.6

4.7+10pm

4.7+10pm

1.4+7pm

Bpm

Bpm

Wed Dec.19 Thu Oec.20

2,5+8pm

4.7+10pm

Sun Oec.16

REGULAR SCHEDULE
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Bo)( Office 773.348.4000

-
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* * *

» LOCATION: Your local Army
Recruitin& Station
» DATE: While supplies last
» CONTACf. 312-202-0430

1.4+7pm

SCHEDULES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

TueS. WedS, ThuS.
Fri 7+10. Set 4. 7+10.
Soo 3+6

*

Stop by your local Army Recruiter and recite the new
slogan for a carabiner. And check out over 200 ways
you can become AN ARMY OF ONE.

LOCATION
Briar Street Theatre

312. 902.1600
3133 Nonh Helated
Group Saloe 773.34S.3300
Chlcego. IL
1.800.BWEMAN I www.bii.Mimon.com

aoarmy.com C2001. Plid tor by tilt u.s. Army. All ri&hls 1t1trwd. Must
bt 16·34 1o enter No coli 01 obliaatoon to enter. S. Recruiter lor contest rule~

All ARMY Of OIIF
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CROSSWORD
Crossword
ACROSS
Pixie
Large lizard
Crazy
Hawaiian dish
Encircled
Bahrain leader
Fuel ships
Mother of
Clylemnestra
20 Support group
21 Boundary
22 Group of experts
23 Reluctant
26 Devour
27 Senator Jake the
astronaut
28 Puddinglike
dessert
32 Jurist Fortas
35 Set up
beforehand
37 Old crones
39 Parcel out
40 Snow-day ride
41 Piano keys
count
44 Superman's
letter
45 Sauntered
46 Easter
forerunner
48 Word in
partnerships
49 GM makes
53 Actress
Woodard
56 Williams of
baseball
57 Sandusky's lake
58 West African
republic
59 Naked rider
62 Arabian
sultanate
63 C lick beetle
64 Objective
65 Squealed
66 Wipe memory
67 Slightly shifty
1
4
10
14
15
t6
17
19

1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
Time period
French river
Nail smoothers
Pers. pension
_ and tonic
Like loose dogs

()lasslfleds
Announcements
Interested in Entrepreneurial business
opportunity that you can build while you
are going to school and fund your
future. Call Toll Free 1-888-450-2842
WANTED! SPRING BREAKERS! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send you on
Spring Break to Cancun, the Bahamas,
Jamaica, or MazaUan FOR FREE! To
find out how, call 1-888-777-4642 oremail sales@suncoastvacations.com.
SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge in
FREE Travel, Drink, Food, and Parties
with the Best DJ's and celebrities in
Cancun, Jamaica, MazaUan, and the
Bahamas. Go to StudentCity.com, call
1-800-293-1443 or sales@suncoastva·
cations.com to find out more.

7
8
9
10
1t
t2

Spy
Nudnik
TV spots
Jelly desserts
Closing word
Author of "The
Immoralist"
13 Sea of Asia
18 Slender branch
22 Pop
24 Faucet
25 Placed on
display
26 Made from mud
28 Brutish caveman
29 G lare at
30 Mediocre grades
3t ContribU1es
32 Attention-getting
sound
33 •Joanie Loves
Chachi" star
34 Early birds?
36 Boxing great
38 Woolgathering?
42 Actress Daly
43 Nobel's
explosive

AURORA Historic Downtown Buildinglooking for artistic tenants-photographers, arch~ect. designers. 1600 sp.ft.
live in loft studio with a full k~chen, •
bath, high ceilings, fireplace, hardwood
floors, and bay windows.$1250. Also
1500 to 1700 sq.ft. office and manufacturing space built to suit
63()..975-2838 or 630-858-5519.
www.elijahmuhammadbooks.com FREE
CATALOG! The source of Malcolm X,
Farrakhan, and Muhammad Ali. FREE
Message To The Blackman Quarterly
Magazine with request. (770) 907-2212
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Deadlocked
Foot control
Opera highlights
Not rude
Sordid
WriterOz
Himalayan priest

55 Custard
tart
56 "A _ ofTwo
Cities"
59 Guided
60 Comprehend
6 t Mineral deposit

Victoria's ·cakes
&More
Home Baked Deserts for office,
home, parties and more.
Unique gifts for
any occasion.
Contact: Bas-Sweets
Victoria Sanders
312-388-0248

Emaii:Victoriascakeandmore@yahoo.com
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Basement of the Main Building
Open: Monday -Thursday 8:00AM - 6:30 PM
Friday 8:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Also visit the &laSS Curtaitl Cafe ,1104 S. Wabash , and the &lokitl (~ &louSe,623 S. Wabash.

Board in' with Bill
By William Gorski
Commentary Editor
The elusive Tim Armour
If you don't know who Tim Armour is, the best way
to find out is to watch him skate. You will learn a lot
more than a simple conversation with him would
yield. Even to his closest friends, Tim is still much
of a mystery.
Tim doesn't talk much, so it's hard to figure out
what's on his mind. All you need is to see him on his
skateboard and it's as good as talking to him. Here
are some random facts about him. See if these clues
will solve the mystery.
I) Tim skates for RQ Boardshop in Naperville, Ill.
2) Tim likes hamburgers with lots of ketchup.
3) Tim will do the same trick many times in a row
because he thinks it's fun.
4) Tim is from Batavia, IL.
5) Tim can do nollieflip noseslides.
6) Tim likes root beer and normal beer.
7) Tim can operate heavy machinery.
8) Tim's dad is in a rock ' n' ro ll band.
9) Tim likes to skate really fast.
I O)Tim just broke a bone in his foot so he decided to
go to New York this week- to s kate in a contest.

A little help here?
It would be nice to feature more of Columbia's
skaters because I know you're out there. Contact
me, William (Bill) Gorski at (312) 566-0753 or
email me at skategeek@core.com and we ' ll talk
about the potential to feature you. I will take the
photos; all you have to do is skate and have fun.
Don't be shy- you'II have something you can show
your friends.

February
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Chicago summer
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The diary of Michael Oblerholtzer
Editor's
note:
Michael
Oberholtzer plays in the
Columbia/Roosevelt intramural league and bas agreed to
do a weekly diary telling
Columbia readers about his
experiences and fevered
imaginings. As told to Sports
Editor Scott Venci:
I'm a little
upset.
You
keep
spelling my
last
name
wrong. Each
week
it's
something
d ifferent.
Sometimes you spell it
Olbertholtzer, other times it's
something else. It's spelled
Oberholtzer. Week one I was
understanding about it, but
week three, you're still f--·-up the name. You spelled it
wrong really big in the headline
and then spelled it right in really small print. (Editors Note:
We apologize for the mistake.

We will never spell it wrong
again.)
We didn't really have a game
this week, but what's new? I
called, like I do every week to
get mentally ready, to see what
time our game was. They told
me it was at 7 p.m., so I showed
up about 6:45 p.m. and started
doing some stretches.
Next thing I know, I find out
that our game isn't until 8 p.m.
Everybody hadn't showed up,
either because they thought it
started at 8, or they didn't know
we had a game at all. Next
thing you know, I'm getting
ready to play some pick-up ball
with Marley. I'm just really
frustrated. It's not just our team
either. Every team in the league
never knows when they are
supposed to start. There might
have been a 9 p.m. game this
week, but I was frustrated and
took off.
It's hard to say right now how
I think the league is going. I'm
not really playing and haven' t
really done any research on the

"A lot more
girls are coming
up to me now."
league. Maybe other people are
happy. I don't want to say that
I'm not happy, but maybe just a
little frustrated because I really
wanted to play. It's kind of
becoming a hassle.
I'm not sure if we have gotten
a postseason bid yet. I will call
next week and try to find out
what time we start. I'm not so
sure we even have a game next
week.
I often think back about my
high school in Indiana. I played
for Coach Dale at Hickory.
Hickory was a great environment. It was a nice small place,
where the whole town was
involved. We played conservative basketball and the whole
team was mentally tough. We

knew the game.
I didn't know what to expect
when I had to go up to the next
level. So far, I have seen a Jot of
West Coast style of play here in
Chicago. It's been somewhat of
an adjustment for me. I was
more of an outside shooter at
Hickory, and now I'm more of
an inside player. As far as the
quickness, the players here are
a little quicker, but the caliber
of player is about the same.
I notice that a Jot more girls
are coming up to me now. I
know that I'm a star, and I think
that I'm handling it pretty well.
I feel like a lot of girls think
that because I play intramural
basketball, I have a Jot of
money. Then they see my
checking account, and there is
nothing in it. I think playing
European ball is the way to go.
You can make some good
money overseas.
As athletes, we are role models in our society. Autographs
are part of that job. While I
think that it's our right as play-

ers not to have to sign them, I
think that the fans make our job
what it is.
Without fans and other people
starting leagues for us, we
wouldn't have the fame and
adulation that we do. I personally Jove to sign autographs. So
do a lot of my teammates,
including Marley.
The only time I really don 't
Iike people asking for an autograph is whi le I'm eating. To be
honest, it has happened a couple of times and it kind of
throws me off. I will be eating
at some nice restaurant with my
baby's momma and somebody
will come up and ask for an
autograph or picture.
Those are the times where it's
not so cool.
But I would never try to prevent somebody from asking. If
you want my John Hancock,
that's cool. I haven't achieved
total superstardom yet, but this
is the road that I want to keep
traveling on for a little bit.

The Chronicle'sweekly guide to fantasy football
By Jacob Delahaut
Correspondent

Hot: Quarterback- KordeU Stewart vs. New
York
J ets. He looks a Jot like the "old" Kordell
Stewart did. Amazing what an offensive line, running
game and a defense can do: 200 yards passing, one
touchdown; 50 yards rushing and one touchdown.
Running back- Mike Alstott vs. Detroit. The
Joliet, Ill. native is poised for a big week: 60 yards
rushing, 60 yards receiving and two touchdowns.
Wide receiver-Peerless Price vs. Carolina. He
and Eric Moulds are putting up numbers with Alex Van
Pelt at quarterback: I 00 yards and one touchdown.
Tight end-Chad Lewis vs. San Diego. He has produced against the Cowboys, now add the Chargers: 40
yards and two touchdowns.

1st Down: T he Rant. NFL referees are under constant scrutiny by the media, league officials and annchair quarterbacks throughout America, as they should
be. Now, the players on the field are getting into the
act. Sure, a few head coaches or the occasional irate
player has lobbed a post-game tirade at an official or
two, but I would rather have an emotional individual
that wants to win than a player who accepts losing.
"Show me a good loser," Gorman Thomas once said,
"and I will show you someone I don't want on my
team." I agree, but the frustration is beginning to
appear during the game, on the field.
The referee's huddle is now be ing infiltrated by players lobbying their cases. We have all seen this. The referees huddle to decide a penalty and the players crowd
around, shout explanations and generally interfere in
the process. One of the low-ranking officials then
begins to shield the players from the referees trying to
make the call. The referee huddle is then moved five
yards away and two minutes later a call is finally
made.
Returners are given a five-yard halo in which they
are permitted to catch a punt, but now it appears that
the referees need one as well.
2nd Down: The Trends. Quarterback injuries are
prevalent in the NFL today. Each week a starting quarterback is dinged up and severely hampered the fo llowing weeks or they are injured badly enough to miss
games completely.
.
Except Brett Favre. He continues his streak as the
most durable quarterback in pro football history; he
has now played in 152 consecutive regular-season
games, 36 games more than the second longest streak
ever by a quarterback, 116 by ex-Eagle Ron Jaworski,
and 93 games (nearly six full seasons) ahead of the
current No. 2 streak, 59 by the Colts' Peyton Manning.
His throwing motion, fo llowed by the unorthodox
backpedal, has been the reason why. Many quarterbacks have fallen by the wayside because another
player falls into their legs after the play in the pocket
is already completed. So the next time an announcer
exclaims, "You wouldn't want to teach that to a young
quarterback!" Ask yourself, "Why not?"
Jrd Down : The Match-Ups. Bye-week team:
Baltimore Ravens. The defending Super Bowl
Champions enjoy the week off. A week without
Shannon Sharpe running his mouth can only help Elvis
Grbac's sore eardrums.
Originally, the Ravens bye was scheduled !O land
during the fantasy footba ll playoffs, but wtth the
events of Sept. II shifting the NFL schedule, fantasy
teams relying on Ravens will now have the benefit of
having them available for the entire playoff slate. On
the other hand, the New England Patriots players will
now have their offensive starters benched for the
championship of most leagues.
AP Photo/John Russell
4th Down: The Predictions. The last regular-season
game in most fantasy leagues will separate the playoff Pittsburgh Steeler quarterback Kordell Stewart should
participants from those who start reading Mel Kiper's continue his hot streak against the New York Jets.
reports on next year's rookies. Here our are two cents.

Kicker- Mike Vanderjagt at Miami. The offense
is trying to control turnovers, and the Dolphins red
zone defense is stingy: one extra point and four field
goals.
Cold: Q uarterback-Chris Chandler vs. New
Orleans. Even at home against a near .500 team will
not help: 160 yards and one touchdown.
Running back-Cu rtis Martin at Pittsb urgh. A
one-week hiatus on his dream season: 70 yards and
zero touchdowns.
Wide receiver-Curtis Conway at Philadelphia.
The once maligned Bear is a future maligned Charger:
40 yards and zero touchdowns.
Tight end-Cam Cleeland at Atlanta. Remember
when health was not an issue with this guy? Neither do
we: zero yards and zero touchdowns.
Kicker- Neil Rackers vs. Jacksonville. Why does
he still have a job? The Bengals are too cheap to pay
for another kicker: one extra point and one field goal.

The question of the weekQ: "My team is out of contention this year
due to running back injuries. What positions
do you suggest ! load up on next year?"
- Pete M., Ch•cago, lll.
A: Delahaut: Each year, injuries will continue
to haunt fantasy teams
long as the NFL
allows tackling. (See 2n down) Every position is hurt by injuries, so this is not an accurate way to plan for next year's draft. The first
rule is to know your individual league's scoring system.
If your league awards six points for every
touchdown pass, all quarterbacks should
mov·e up your draft board (Peyton Manning,
Kurt Warner, DaWtte Culpepper, Jeff Garcia,
etc). In yardage-heavy leagues, running backs
that can catch the ball out of the backfield are
the premium players to acquire (Marshall
Faulk, Edgerrin James, Garrison Hearst,
Ricky Watters, etc.).
A quality draft can give your fantasy team an
advantage, but you must also continue to track
players' performance throughout the year and
utilize the waiver wire with great frequency.
Being a complacent owner after draft day is
the quickest war to finish as an observer when
the playoffs rol around

f

Editor's note: To find out more about Career
Misconduct, the book about Bill Wirtz reviewed in
Sports last week (Nov. 23), visit author Mark
Weinberg's Web site at www.careermisconduct.com.
The book($ I 3, 155 pages) may be purchased online.
To order over the phone, call (773) 283-39 13.
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Over/under: a ambler's life
By Scott Vencl
Sports Editor
Chris Nerat doesn't have a gambling
problem. Or at least that's what he will
tell you. But after a recent weekend in
which the 24-year-old lost $1,000 betting on a variety of different games,
some might suggest otherwise.
Nerat is just another unidentifiable
face in a gambling world that is fast
becoming one of the country's biggest
problems. In recent years, people
addicted to sports gambling have found
it easier then ever before to place bets
the hundreds of games played
night. Coupled with the Internet,
biers have the ability to go to
sports gambling sites and place
with a cyber bookie.
"I found a web site two or three
ago," Nerat said, "and I wish I never
had."
According to the Canadian Health
Network, there are some detectable
warnings signs that indicate an individual may have a gambli
problem.
e: pinSome of the most common
ugh
ning their hopes on winn
money that financial problem
I be
solved, seeking new places- !
bl~including while on vacatio and
the frequent highs and lows that are
associated with betting on games.
Nerat has been a gambler for ·
his entire life. As a kid in mi,ddllichi)O],
he was already known
man. Not having any real
would bring over some
school to play oa>;J<e,mai.Jjllll
bet baseball cards,
were just as good as . ... ,.....,.,
"It escalated from

then when I was finally old enough, I
started going to a casino. I just love
everything about
It gets your
watch a game
heart racing, and
dous high. It's
fun."
don't
have money
It may be fun, but only
on and still ·
It's
are successful. When the
goes away and the losing
not like I'm .,..,.. &r,,n..,."
ity of having to place
the los es takes hold. A
ing Web site,
the ga
0 from his
been signs
deposi
By the
e day
has become
lost it. The
t day, he
$200 Nerat bet
more, and b t up his winnings to just Tennessee
over $1 ,000 in the course of a week.
seen either team
" I was pumped," Nerat said about the .name one player on
squad.
· streak. " It made my days go by bet" I usually check to see who is on tele! had money in my account. vision," Nerat said about his gambling
something to look forward to. I
"It makes watching games a lot
go into work in the morning, and
when you have
home at night there would be
for the Tennessee
for me to bet on."
that their women's college
the losing started. College
team was good, so I took
attractive sport to wager ~ll!l~~s'st~e and won."
not coJnsi,der·ed
so naturally Nerat bet
He ended up losing a
dollars, but reasoned to
himself that the NFL games were the don 't
next day and that he would make up for about.
"I'll
the unproductive wagers.
Nothing went his way on Sunday hockey,
either. He placed bets on five NFL games.)
games, and lost fout of them. In the email me
process, Nerat saw his bank balance and it
dwindle down to four cents. He had lost send me stuff about the
almost $1 ,000 in less than 48 hours.
Football League."
"I don't know," Nerat said. "None of
A lmost completely broke, Nerat
the games worked out for me."
blocks his friends' email because it
Without hesitation, he was able to sum might tempt him to bet more. For the
up the extreme highs and lows he went next few weeks, he plans on taking a
through, from winning $1 ,000, to com- break from gambling, but the temptation
pletely losing it.
likely still exist. It's never
" It 's fun when I was winning like I
though, than when he
was," Nerat said. "It's like you're on
Vegas. Having been
top of the world. Then when you lose all
of times over the last couple
of it, it sucks. You don't even want to
and with plans to go in March,
out of bed in the morning."
gets what he says is a major rush
The oss has done nothing to
walking into the sports books
Nerat
trying to deposit
account. He's
edit cards,
er tearing up all
ers. He points ut that he still has
in hi s pockets and doesn 't really
what he does as a problem.
But there have

game, Nerat's bet was looking good,
however the Lakers went through a huge
scoring drought early in the second half.
"They should have covered easy,"
Nerat said. "I still needed the Lakers to
score three more points at the end of the
game, and they missed a three-pointer
with time winding down and I ended up
losing $200."
Nerat insists that he just enjoys gambling as a way to pass time, almost
sounding like a classic gambling addict
in justifying his actions. He argues! that
if he really had a problem, he wouldn't
have autographed football jerseys hanging up in his apartment.
" I would have put them on eBay by
now to get some money to ~t op games
if I really had a problem," Nerat said. " I
can watch a game that I don't have
money on and still enjoy it. It's not like
I start shaking."
Many proponents of online gambling
don't really care about the Chris Nerats
of the world. They are more concerned
with children who have access to the
Internet.
James Jacobs helps run Interactive
Sports, tbe site that Nerat uses, and he
understands that children placing bets
can be a problem, but says his company
doesn't have much of a worry.
"We require clients to register their
credit cards with us," Jacobs said. "The
registration consists of a front and back
photo copy of the card and also the copy
of a valid picture ID such as a driver's
license."
·
The
has been highly successful,
as the only legal online
in North America. The
to Jacobs, takes in
in wagers

I get married, l
slow down a
bit," Nerat said. "But I
will never completely

